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Jean-Christophe 

 
Clamecy, Nièvre, central France — Rolland’s birthplace 



 
The house in which Rolland was born 



Dawn (1904) 

 

Original French title: L’Aube 

Translated by Gilbert Cannan 

Dawn was first published in France in the literary journal Cahiers de la Quinzaine in 
1904, before being translated into English by Gilbert Cannan and published in the 
USA in 1911 by Henry Holt and Company. It was the first of a ten volume novel 
series chronicling the life of Jean-Christophe Krafft, a German born composer of 
immense talent and vision, who faces struggles and obstacles throughout his life. The 
multivolume novel traces Jean-Christophe’s life from childhood to death, as he 
confronts both internal and external challenges. The author first conceived of the 
work in 1890, but did not dedicate himself to the task of writing it until 1903. Rolland 
explicitly stated that the protagonist of the novel was inspired by Ludwig van 
Beethoven (1770-1827). 

Rolland asserted that the series should not to be understood in conventional 
narrative terms, but that it should be viewed as a ‘musical novel’, driven by emotion 
rather than events or action. The author even coined the term roman-fleuve (river-
novel) to describe his work; it was later applied to other French novel sequences, 
including Marcel Proust’s seminal In Search of Lost Time.  

Dawn details the early years of Jean-Christophe’s life as he begins his journey 
towards becoming a musical genius. It was first published in book form alongside the 
next three volumes in the series, Morning, Youth and Revolt, which chronicle the 
composer’s musical development as well as his growing awareness of the hardships of 
the world. 



 
The first collected edition’s title page, 1906 



 
Rolland as a child 
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The first translator of ‘Jean-Christophe’, Gilbert Cannan (1884-1955) was a British novelist and 
dramatist. During World War I, he was a conscientious objector and was involved in the National 

Council against Conscription. After the war Cannan devoted himself to writing, translation work and 
travel, but a mental breakdown in 1923 proved untreatable. He became a mental patient at the Priory 

Hospital, Roehampton. He then spent the rest of his life confined to Holloway Sanatorium near 
Virginia Water where he died of cancer on 30 June 1955. 
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PREFACE 

 

“JEAN-CHRISTOPHE” IS THE history of the development of a musician of genius. 
The present volume comprises the first four volumes of the original French, viz.: 
“L’Aube,” “Le Matin,” “L’Adolescent,” and “La Révólte,” which are designated in 
the translation as Part I — The Dawn; Part II — Morning; Part III — Youth; Part IV 
— Revolt. Parts I and II carry Jean-Christophe from the moment of his birth to the 
day when, after his first encounter with Woman, at the age of fifteen, he falls back 
upon a Puritan creed. Parts III and IV describe the succeeding five years of his life, 
when, at the age of twenty, his sincerity, integrity, and unswerving honesty have made 
existence impossible for him in the little Rhine town of his birth. An act of open 
revolt against German militarism compels him to cross the frontier and take refuge in 
Paris, and the remainder of this vast book is devoted to the adventures of Jean-
Christophe in France. 

His creator has said that he has always conceived and thought of the life of his hero 
and of the book as a river. So far as the book has a plan, that is its plan. It has no 
literary artifice, no “plot.” The words of it hang together in defiance of syntax, just as 
the thoughts of it follow one on the other in defiance of every system of philosophy. 
Every phase of the book is pregnant with the next phase. It is as direct and simple as 
life itself, for life is simple when the truth of it is known, as it was known instinctively 
by Jean-Christophe. The river is explored as though it were absolutely uncharted. 
Nothing that has ever been said or thought of life is accepted without being brought to 
the test of Jean-Christophe’s own life. What is not true for him does not exist; and, as 
there are very few of the processes of human growth or decay which are not analysed, 
there is disclosed to the reader the most comprehensive survey of modern life which 
has appeared in literature in this century. 

To leave M. Rolland’s simile of the river, and to take another, the book has seemed 
to me like a, mighty bridge leading from the world of ideas of the nineteenth century 
to the world of ideas of the twentieth. The whole thought of the nineteenth century 
seems to be gathered together to make the starting-point for Jean-Christophe’s leap 
into the future. All that was most religious in that thought seems to be concentrated in 
Jean-Christophe, and when the history of the book is traced, it appears that M. 
Rolland has it by direct inheritance. 

M. Rolland was born in 1866 at Clamecy, in the center of France, of a French 
family of pure descent, and educated in Paris and Rome. At Rome, in 1890, he met 
Malwida von Meysenburg, a German lady who had taken refuge in England after the 
Revolution of 1848, and there knew Kossuth, Mazzini, Herzen, Ledin, Rollin, and 
Louis Blanc. Later, in Italy, she counted among her friends Wagner, Liszt, Lenbach, 
Nietzsche, Garibaldi, and Ibsen. She died in 1908. Rolland came to her impregnated 
with Tolstoyan ideas, and with her wide knowledge of men and movements she 
helped him to discover his own ideas. In her “Mémoires d’une Idéaliste” she wrote of 
him: “In this young Frenchman I discovered the same idealism, the same lofty 
aspiration, the same profound grasp of every great intellectual manifestation that I had 
already found in the greatest men of other nationalities.” 



The germ of “Jean-Christophe” was conceived during this period — the 
“Wanderjahre” — of M. Rolland’s life. On his return to Paris he became associated 
with a movement towards the renascence of the theater as a social machine, and wrote 
several plays. He has since been a musical critic and a lecturer on music and art at the 
Sorbonne. He has written Lives of Beethoven, Michael Angelo, and Hugo Wolf. 
Always his endeavor has been the pursuit of the heroic. To him the great men are the 
men of absolute truth. Jean-Christophe must have the truth and tell the truth, at all 
costs, in despite of circumstance, in despite of himself, in despite even of life. It is his 
law. It is M. Rolland’s law. The struggle all through the book is between the pure life 
of Jean-Christophe and the common acceptance of the second-rate and the second-
hand by the substitution of civic or social morality, which is only a compromise, for 
individual morality, which demands that every man should be delivered up to the 
unswerving judgment of his own soul. Everywhere Jean-Christophe is hurled against 
compromise and untruth, individual and national. He discovers the German lie very 
quickly; the French lie grimaces at him as soon as he sets foot in Paris. 

The book itself breaks down the frontier between France and Germany. If one 
frontier is broken, all are broken. The truth about anything is universal truth, and the 
experiences of Jean-Christophe, the adventures of his soul (there are no other 
adventures), are in a greater or less degree those of every human being who passes 
through this life from the tyranny of the past to the service of the future. 

The book contains a host of characters who become as friends, or, at least, as 
interesting neighbors, to the reader. Jean-Christophe gathers people in his progress, 
and as they are all brought to the test of his genius, they appear clearly for what they 
are. Even the most unpleasant of them is human, and demands sympathy. 

The recognition of Jean-Christophe as a book which marks a stage in progress was 
instantaneous in France. It is hardly possible yet to judge it. It is impossible to deny its 
vitality. It exists. Christophe is as real as the gentlemen whose portraits are posted 
outside the Queen’s Hall, and much more real than many of them. The book clears the 
air. An open mind coming to it cannot fail to be refreshed and strengthened by its 
voyage down the river of a man’s life, and if the book is followed to its end, the 
voyager will discover with Christophe that there is joy beneath sorrow, joy through 
sorrow (“Durch Leiden Freude”). 

Those are the last words of M. Rolland’s life of Beethoven; they are words of 
Beethoven himself: “La devise de tout âme héroïque.” 

In his preface, “To the Friends of Christophe,” which precedes the seventh volume, 
“Dans la Maison,” M. Rolland writes: 

“I was isolated: like so many others in France I was stifling in a world morally 
inimical to me: I wanted air: I wanted to react against an unhealthy civilization, 
against ideas corrupted by a sham élite: I wanted to say to them: ‘You lie! You do not 
represent France!’ To do so I needed a hero with a pure heart and unclouded vision, 
whose soul would be stainless enough for him to have the right to speak; one whose 
voice would be loud enough for him to gain a hearing, I have patiently begotten this 
hero. The work was in conception for many years before I set myself to write a word 
of it. Christophe only set out on his journey when I had been able to see the end of it 
for him.” 

If M. Rolland’s act of faith in writing Jean-Christophe were only concerned with 
France, if the polemic of it were not directed against a universal evil, there would be 
no reason for translation. But, like Zarathustra, it is a book for all and none. M. 
Rolland has written what he believes to be the truth, and as Dr. Johnson observed: 



“Every man has a right to utter what he thinks truth, and every other man has a right 
to knock him down for it….” 

By its truth and its absolute integrity — since Tolstoy I know of no writing so 
crystal clear— “Jean-Christophe” is the first great book of the twentieth century. In a 
sense it begins the twentieth century. It bridges transition, and shows us where we 
stand. It reveals the past and the present, and leaves the future open to us…. 

GILBERT CANNAN 



THE DAWN 

 

 Dianzi, nell’alba che precede al giorno, 
  Quando l’anima tua dentro dormìa…. 
                                         Purgatorio, ix. 



I 

 

 Come, quando i vapori umidi e spessi 
  A diradar cominciansi, la spera 
  Del sol debilemente entra per essi…. 
                                         Purgatorio, xvii. 

From behind the house rises the murmuring of the river. All day long the rain has 
been beating against the window-panes; a stream of water trickles down the window 
at the corner where it is broken. The yellowish light of the day dies down. The room 
is dim and dull. 

The new-born child stirs in his cradle. Although the old man left his sabots at the 
door when he entered, his footsteps make the floor creak. The child begins to whine. 
The mother leans out of her bed to comfort it; and the grandfather gropes to light the 
lamp, so that the child shall not be frightened by the night when he awakes. The flame 
of the lamp lights up old Jean Michel’s red face, with its rough white beard and 
morose expression and quick eyes. He goes near the cradle. His cloak smells wet, and 
as he walks he drags his large blue list slippers, Louisa signs to him not to go too near. 
She is fair, almost white; her features are drawn; her gentle, stupid face is marked 
with red in patches; her lips are pale and’ swollen, and they are parted in a timid 
smile; her eyes devour the child — and her eyes are blue and vague; the pupils are 
small, but there is an infinite tenderness in them. 

The child wakes and cries, and his eyes are troubled. Oh! how terrible! The 
darkness, the sudden flash of the lamp, the hallucinations of a mind as yet hardly 
detached from chaos, the stifling, roaring night in which it is enveloped, the 
illimitable gloom from which, like blinding shafts of light, there emerge acute 
sensations, sorrows, phantoms — those enormous faces leaning over him, those eyes 
that pierce through him, penetrating, are beyond his comprehension!… He has not the 
strength to cry out; terror holds him motionless, with eyes and mouth wide open and 
he rattles in his throat. His large head, that seems to have swollen up, is wrinkled with 
the grotesque and lamentable grimaces that he makes; the skin of his face and hands is 
brown and purple, and spotted with yellow…. 

“Dear God!” said the old man with conviction: “How ugly he is!” 
He put the lamp down on the table. 
Louisa pouted like a scolded child. Jean Michel looked at her out of the corner of 

his eye and laughed. 
“You don’t want me to say that he is beautiful? You would not believe it. Come, it 

is not your fault. They are all like that.” 
The child came out of the stupor and immobility into which he had been thrown by 

the light of the lamp and the eyes of the old man. He began to cry. Perhaps he 
instinctively felt in his mother’s eyes a caress which made it possible for him to 
complain. She held out her arms for him and said: 

“Give him to me.” 
The old man began, as usual, to air his theories: 
“You ought not to give way to children when they cry. You must just let them 

cry.” 



But he came and took the child and grumbled: 
“I never saw one quite so ugly.” 
Louisa took the child feverishly and pressed it to her bosom. She looked at it with a 

bashful and delighted smile. 
“Oh, my poor child!” she said shamefacedly. “How ugly you are — how ugly! and 

how I love you!” 
Jean Michel went back to the fireside. He began to poke the fire in protest, but a 

smile gave the lie to the moroseness and solemnity of his expression. 
“Good girl!” he said. “Don’t worry about it. He has plenty of time to alter. And 

even so, what does it matter? Only one thing is asked of him: that he should grow into 
an honest man.” 

The child was comforted by contact with his mother’s warm body. He could be 
heard sucking her milk and gurgling and snorting. Jean Michel turned in his chair, and 
said once more, with some emphasis: 

“There’s nothing finer than an honest man.” 
He was silent for a moment, pondering whether it would not be proper to elaborate 

this thought; but he found nothing more to say, and after a silence he said irritably: 
“Why isn’t your husband here?” 
“I think he is at the theater,” said Louisa timidly. “There is a rehearsal.” 
“The theater is closed. I passed it just now. One of his lies.” 
“No. Don’t be always blaming him. I must have misunderstood. He must have 

been kept for one of his lessons.” 
“He ought to have come back,” said the old man, not satisfied. He stopped for a 

moment, and then asked, in a rather lower voice and with some shame: 
“Has he been … again?” 
“No, father — no, father,” said Louisa hurriedly. 
The old man looked at her; she avoided his eyes. 
“It’s not true. You’re lying.” 
She wept in silence. 
“Dear God!” said the old man, kicking at the fire with his foot. The poker fell with 

a clatter. The mother and the child trembled. 
“Father, please — please!” said Louisa. “You will make him cry.” 
The child hesitated for a second or two whether to cry or to go on with his meal; 

but not being able to do both at once, he went on with the meal. 
Jean Michel continued in a lower tone, though with outbursts of anger: 
“What have I done to the good God to have this drunkard for my son? What is the 

use of my having lived as I have lived, and of having denied myself everything all my 
life! But you — you — can’t you do anything to stop it? Heavens! That’s what you 
ought to do…. You should keep him at home!…” 

Louisa wept still more. 
“Don’t scold me!… I am unhappy enough as it is! I have done everything I could. 

If you knew how terrified I am when I am alone! Always I seem to hear his step on 
the stairs. Then I wait for the door to open, or I ask myself: ‘O God! what will he look 
like?’ … It makes me ill to think of it!” 

She was shaken by her sobs. The old man grew anxious. He went to her and laid 
the disheveled bedclothes about her trembling shoulders and caressed her head with 
his hands. 

“Come, come, don’t be afraid. I am here.” 
She calmed herself for the child’s sake, and tried to smile. 
“I was wrong to tell you that.” 



The old man shook his head as he looked at her. 
“My poor child, it was not much of a present that I gave you.” 
“It’s my own fault,” she said. “He ought not to have married me. He is sorry for 

what he did.” 
“What, do you mean that he regrets?…” 
“You know. You were angry yourself because I became his wife.” 
“We won’t talk about that. It is true I was vexed. A young man like that — I can 

say so without hurting you — a young man whom I had carefully brought up, a 
distinguished musician, a real artist — might have looked higher than you, who had 
nothing and were of a lower class, and not even of the same trade. For more than a 
hundred years no Krafft has ever married a woman who was not a musician! But, you 
know, I bear you no grudge, and am fond of you, and have been ever since I learned 
to know you. Besides, there’s no going back on a choice once it’s made; there’s 
nothing left but to do one’s duty honestly.” 

He went and sat down again, thought for a little, and then said, with the solemnity 
in which he invested all his aphorisms: 

“The first thing in life is to do one’s duty.” 
He waited for contradiction, and spat on the fire. Then, as neither mother nor child 

raised any objection, he was for going on, but relapsed into silence. 

* * * * * 

They said no more. Both Jean Michel, sitting by the fireside, and Louisa, in her bed, 
dreamed sadly. The old man, in spite of what he had said, had bitter thoughts about 
his son’s marriage, and Louisa was thinking of it also, and blaming herself, although 
she had nothing wherewith to reproach herself. 

She had been a servant when, to everybody’s surprise, and her own especially, she 
married Melchior Krafft, Jean Michel’s son. The Kraffts were without fortune, but 
were considerable people in the little Rhine town in which the old man had settled 
down more than fifty years before. Both father and son were musicians, and known to 
all the musicians of the country from Cologne to Mannheim. Melchior played the 
violin at the Hof-Theater, and Jean Michel had formerly been director of the grand-
ducal concerts. The old man had been profoundly humiliated by his son’s marriage, 
for he had built great hopes upon Melchior; he had wished to make him the 
distinguished man which he had failed to become himself. This mad freak destroyed 
all his ambitions. He had stormed at first, and showered curses upon Melchior and 
Louisa. But, being a good-hearted creature, he forgave his daughter-in-law when he 
learned to know her better; and he even came by a paternal affection for her, which 
showed itself for the most part in snubs. 

No one ever understood what it was that drove Melchior to such a marriage — 
least of all Melchior. It was certainly not Louisa’s beauty. She had no seductive 
quality: she was small, rather pale, and delicate, and she was a striking contrast to 
Melchior and Jean Michel, who were both big and broad, red-faced giants, heavy-
handed, hearty eaters and drinkers, laughter-loving and noisy. She seemed to be 
crushed by them; no one noticed her, and she seemed to wish to escape even what 
little notice she attracted. If Melchior had been a kind-hearted man, it would have 
been credible that he should prefer Louisa’s simple goodness to every other 
advantage; but a vainer man never was. It seemed incredible that a young man of his 
kidney, fairly good-looking, and quite conscious of it, very foolish, but not without 
talent, and in a position to look for some well-dowered match, and capable even — 



who knows? — of turning the head of one of his pupils among the people of the town, 
should suddenly have chosen a girl of the people — poor, uneducated, without beauty, 
a girl who could in no way advance his career. 

But Melchior was one of those men who always do the opposite of what is 
expected of them and of what they expect of themselves. It is not that they are not 
warned — a man who is warned is worth two men, says the proverb. They profess 
never to be the dupe of anything, and that they steer their ship with unerring hand 
towards a definite point. But they reckon without themselves, for they do not know 
themselves. In one of those moments of forgetfulness which are habitual with them 
they let go the tiller, and, as is natural when things are left to themselves, they take a 
naughty pleasure in rounding on their masters. The ship which is released from its 
course at once strikes a rock, and Melchior, bent upon intrigue, married a cook. And 
yet he was neither drunk nor in a stupor on the day when he bound himself to her for 
life, and he was not under any passionate impulse; far from it. But perhaps there are in 
us forces other than mind and heart, other even than the senses — mysterious forces 
which take hold of us in the moments when the others are asleep; and perhaps it was 
such forces that Melchior had found in the depths of those pale eyes which had looked 
at him so timidly one evening when he had accosted the girl on the bank of the river, 
and had sat down beside her in the reeds — without knowing why — and had given 
her his hand. 

Hardly was he married than he was appalled by what he had done, and he did not 
hide what he felt from poor Louisa, who humbly asked his pardon. He was not a bad 
fellow, and he willingly granted her that; but immediately remorse would seize him 
again when he was with his friends or in the houses of his rich pupils, who were 
disdainful in their treatment of him, and no longer trembled at the touch of his hand 
when he corrected the position of their fingers on the keyboard. Then he would return 
gloomy of countenance, and Louisa, with a catch at her heart, would read in it with 
the first glance the customary reproach; or he would stay out late at one inn or 
another, there to seek self-respect or kindliness from others. On such evenings he 
would return shouting with laughter, and this was more doleful for Louisa than the 
hidden reproach and gloomy rancor that prevailed on other days. She felt that she was 
to a certain extent responsible for the fits of madness in which the small remnant of 
her husband’s sense would disappear, together with the household money. Melchior 
sank lower and lower. At an age when he should have been engaged in unceasing toil 
to develop his mediocre talent, he just let things slide, and others took his place. 

But what did that matter to the unknown force which had thrown him in with the 
little flaxen-haired servant? He had played his part, and little Jean-Christophe had just 
set foot on this earth whither his destiny had thrust him. 

* * * * * 

Night was fully come. Louisa’s voice roused old Jean Michel from the torpor into 
which he had sunk by the fireside as he thought of the sorrows of the past and present. 

“It must be late, father,” said the young woman affectionately. “You ought to go 
home; you have far to go.” 

“I am waiting for Melchior,” replied the old man. 
“Please, no. I would rather you did not stay.” 
“Why?” 
The old man raised his head and looked fiercely at her. 
She did not reply. 



He resumed. 
“You are afraid. You do not want me to meet him?” 
“Yes, yes; it would only make things worse. You would make each other angry, 

and I don’t want that. Please, please go!” 
The old man sighed, rose, and said: 
“Well … I’ll go.” 
He went to her and brushed her forehead with his stiff beard. He asked if she 

wanted anything, put out the lamp, and went stumbling against the chairs in the 
darkness of the room. But he had no sooner reached the staircase than he thought of 
his son returning drunk, and he stopped at each step, imagining a thousand dangers 
that might arise if Melchior were allowed to return alone…. 

In the bed by his mother’s side the child was stirring again. An unknown sorrow 
had arisen from the depths of his being. He stiffened himself against her. He twisted 
his body, clenched his fists, and knitted his brows. His suffering increased steadily, 
quietly, certain of its strength. He knew not what it was, nor whence it came. It 
appeared immense, — infinite, and he began to cry lamentably. His mother caressed 
him with her gentle hands. Already his suffering was less acute. But he went on 
weeping, for he felt it still near, still inside himself. A man who suffers can lessen his 
anguish by knowing whence it comes. By thought he can locate it in a certain portion 
of his body which can be cured, or, if necessary, torn away. He fixes the bounds of it, 
and separates it from himself. A child has no such illusive resource. His first 
encounter with suffering is more tragic and more true. Like his own being, it seems 
infinite. He feels that it is seated in his bosom, housed in his heart, and is mistress of 
his flesh. And it is so. It will not leave his body until it has eaten it away. 

His mother hugs him to her, murmuring: “It is done — it is done! Don’t cry, my 
little Jesus, my little goldfish….” But his intermittent outcry continues. It is as though 
this wretched, unformed, and unconscious mass had a presentiment of a whole life of 
sorrow awaiting, him, and nothing can appease him…. 

The bells of St. Martin rang out in the night. Their voices are solemn and slow. In 
the damp air they come like footsteps on moss. The child became silent in the middle 
of a sob. The marvelous music, like a flood of milk, surged sweetly through him. The 
night was lit up; the air was moist and tender. His sorrow disappeared, his heart began 
to laugh, and he slid, into his dreams with a sigh of abandonment. 

The three bells went on softly ringing in the morrow’s festival. Louisa also 
dreamed, as she listened to them, of her own past misery and of what would become 
in the future of the dear little child sleeping by her side. She had been for hours lying 
in her bed, weary and suffering. Her hands and her body were burning; the heavy 
eiderdown crushed her; she felt crushed and oppressed by the darkness; but she dared 
not move. She looked at the child, and the night did not prevent her reading his 
features, that looked so old. Sleep overcame her; fevered images passed through her 
brain. She thought she heard Melchior open the door, and her heart leaped. 
Occasionally the murmuring of the stream rose more loudly through the silence, like 
the roaring of some beast. The window once or twice gave a sound under the beating 
of the rain. The bells rang out more slowly, and then died down, and Louisa slept by 
the side of her child. 

All this time Jean Michel was waiting outside the house, dripping with rain, his 
beard wet with the mist. He was waiting for the return of his wretched son: for his 
mind, never ceasing, had insisted on telling him all sorts of tragedies brought about by 
drunkenness; and although he did not believe them, he could not hate slept a wink if 
he had gone away without having seen his son return. The sound of the bells made 



him: melancholy, for he remembered all his shattered hopes. He thought of what he 
was doing at such an hour in the street, and for very shame he wept. 

* * * * * 

The vast tide of the days moves slowly. Day and night come up and go down with 
unfailing regularity, like the ebb and low of an infinite ocean. Weeks and months go 
by, and then begin again, and the succession of days is like one day. 

The day is immense, inscrutable, marking the even beat of light and darkness, and 
the beat of the life of the torpid creature dreaming in the depths of his cradle — his 
imperious needs, sorrowful or glad — so regular that the night and the day which 
bring them seem by them to be brought about. 

The pendulum of life moves heavily, and in its slow beat the whole creature seems 
to be absorbed. The rest is no more than dreams, snatches of dreams, formless and 
swarming, and dust of atoms dancing aimlessly, a dizzy whirl passing, and bringing 
laughter or horror. Outcry, moving shadows, grinning shapes, sorrows, terrors, 
laughter, dreams, dreams…. All is a dream, both day and night…. And in such chaos 
the light of friendly eyes that smile upon him, the flood of joy that surges through his 
body from his mother’s body, from her breasts filled with milk — the force that is in 
him, the immense, unconscious force gathering in him, the turbulent ocean roaring in 
the narrow prison of the child’s body. For eyes that could see into it there would be 
revealed whole worlds half buried in the darkness, nebulæ taking shape, a universe in 
the making. His being is limitless. He is all that there is…. 

Months pass…. Islands of memory begin to rise above the river of his life. At first 
they are little uncharted islands, rocks just peeping above the surface of the waters. 
Round about them and behind in the twilight of the dawn stretches the great 
untroubled sheet of water; then new islands, touched to gold by the sun. 

So from the abyss of the soul there emerge shapes definite, and scenes of a strange 
clarity. In the boundless day which dawns once more, ever the same, with its great 
monotonous beat, there begins to show forth the round of days, hand in hand, and 
some of their forms are smiling, others sad. But ever the links of the chain are broken, 
and memories are linked together above weeks and months…. 

The River … the Bells … as long as he can remember — far back in the abysses of 
time, at every hour of his life — always their voices, familiar and resonant, have rung 
out…. 

Night — half asleep — a pale light made white the window…. The river murmurs. 
Through the silence its voice rises omnipotent; it reigns over all creatures. Sometimes 
it caresses their sleep, and seems almost itself to die away in the roaring of its torrent. 
Sometimes it grows angry, and howls like a furious beast about to bite. The clamor 
ceases. Now there is a murmuring of infinite tenderness, silvery sounds like clear little 
bells, like the laughter of children, or soft singing voices, or dancing music — a great 
mother voice that never, never goes to sleep! It rocks the child, as it has rocked 
through the ages, from birth to death, the generations that were before him; it fills all 
his thoughts, and lives in all his dreams, wraps him round with the cloak of its fluid 
harmonies, which still will be about him when he lies in the little cemetery that sleeps 
by the water’s edge, washed by the Rhine…. 

The bells…. It is dawn! They answer each other’s call, sad, melancholy, friendly, 
gentle. At the sound of their slow voices there rise in him hosts of dreams — dreams 
of the past, desires, hopes, regrets for creatures who are gone, unknown to the child, 
although he had his being in them, and they live again in him. Ages of memory ring 



out in that music. So much mourning, so many festivals! And from the depths of the 
room it is as though, when they are heard, there passed lovely waves of sound through 
the soft air, free winging birds, and the moist soughing of the wind. Through the 
window smiles a patch of blue sky; a sunbeam slips through the curtains to the bed. 
The little world known to the eyes of the child, all that he can see from his bed every 
morning as he awakes, all that with so much effort he is beginning to recognize and 
classify, so that he may be master of it — his kingdom is lit up. There is the table 
where people eat, the cupboard where he hides to play, the tiled floor along which he 
crawls, and the wall-paper which in its antic shapes holds for him so many humorous 
or terrifying stories, and the clock which chatters and stammers so many words which 
he alone can understand. How many things there are in this room! He does not know 
them all. Every day he sets out on a voyage of exploration in this universe which is 
his. Everything is his. Nothing is immaterial; everything has its worth, man or fly, 
Everything lives — the cat, the fire, the table, the grains of dust which dance in a 
sunbeam. The room is a country, a day is a lifetime. How is a creature to know 
himself in the midst of these vast spaces? The world is so large! A creature is lost in 
it. And the faces, the actions, the movement, the noise, which make round about him 
an unending turmoil!… He is weary; his eyes close; he goes to sleep. That sweet deep 
sleep that overcomes him suddenly at any time, and wherever he may be — on his 
mother’s lap, or under the table, where he loves to hide!… It is good. All is good…. 

These first days come buzzing up in his mind like a field of corn or a wood stirred 
by the wind, and cast in shadow by the great fleeting clouds…. 

* * * * * 

The shadows pass; the sun penetrates the forest. Jean-Christophe begins to find his 
way through the labyrinth of the day. 

It is morning. His parents are asleep. He is in his little bed, lying on his back. He 
looks at the rays of light dancing on the ceiling. There is infinite amusement in it. 
Now he laughs out loud with one of those jolly children’s laughs which stir the hearts 
of those that hear them. His mother leans out of her bed towards him, and says: “What 
is it, then, little mad thing?” Then he laughs again, and perhaps he makes an effort to 
laugh because he has an audience. His mamma looks severe, and lays a finger on her 
lips to warn him lest he should wake his father: but her weary eyes smile in spite of 
herself. They whisper together. Then there is a furious growl from his father. Both 
tremble. His mother hastily turns her back on him, like a naughty little girl: she 
pretends to be asleep. Jean-Christophe buries himself in his bed, and holds his 
breath…. Dead silence. 

After some time the little face hidden under the clothes comes to the surface again. 
On the roof the weathercock creaks. The rain-pipe gurgles; the Angelus sounds. When 
the wind comes from the east, the distant bells of the villages on the other bank of the 
river give answer. The sparrows foregathered in the ivy-clad wall make a deafening 
noise, from which three or four voices, always the same, ring out more shrilly than the 
others, just as in the games of a band of children. A pigeon coos at the top of a 
chimney. The child abandons himself to the lullaby of these sounds. He hums to 
himself softly, then a little more loudly, then quite loudly, then very loudly, until once 
more his father cries out in exasperation: “That little donkey never will be quiet! Wait 
a little, and I’ll pull your ears!” Then Jean-Christophe buries himself in the bedclothes 
again, and does not know whether to laugh or cry. He is terrified and humiliated; and 
at the same time the idea of the donkey with which his father has compared him 



makes him burst out laughing. From the depths of his bed he imitates its braying. This 
time he is whipped. He sheds every tear that is in him. What has he done? He wanted 
so much to laugh and to get up! And he is forbidden to budge. How do people sleep 
forever? When will they get up?… 

One day he could not contain himself. He heard a cat and a dog and something 
queer in the street. He slipped out of bed, and, creeping awkwardly with his bare feet 
on the tiles, he tried to go down the stairs to see what it was; but the door was shut. To 
open it, he climbed on to a chair; the whole thing collapsed, and he hurt himself and 
howled. And once more at the top of the stairs he was whipped. He is always being 
whipped!… 

* * * * * 

He is in church with his grandfather. He is bored. He is not very comfortable. He is 
forbidden to stir, and all the people are saying all together words that he does not 
understand. They all look solemn and gloomy. It is not their usual way of looking. He 
looks at them, half frightened. Old Lena, their neighbor, who is sitting next to him, 
looks very cross; there are moments when he does not recognize even his grandfather. 
He is afraid a little. Then he grows used to it, and tries to find relief from boredom by 
every means at his disposal. He balances on one leg, twists his neck to look at the 
ceiling, makes faces, pulls his grandfather’s coat, investigates the straws in his chair, 
tries to make a hole in them with his finger, listens to the singing of birds, and yawns 
so that he is like to dislocate his jaw. 

Suddenly there is a deluge of sound; the organ is played. A thrill goes down his 
spine. He turns and stands with his chin resting on the back of his chair, and he looks 
very wise. He does not understand this noise; he does not know the meaning of it; it is 
dazzling, bewildering, and he can hear nothing clearly. But it is good. It is as though 
he were no longer sitting there on an uncomfortable chair in a tiresome old house. He 
is suspended in mid-air, like a bird; and when the flood of sound rushes from one end 
of the church to the other, filling the arches, reverberating from wall to wall, he is 
carried with it, flying and skimming hither and thither, with nothing to do but to 
abandon himself to it. He is free; he is happy. The sun shines…. He falls asleep. 

His grandfather is displeased with him. He behaves ill at Mass. 

* * * * * 

He is at home, sitting on the ground, with his feet in his hands. He has just decided 
that the door-mat is a boat, and the tiled floor a river. He all but drowned in stepping 
off the carpet. He is surprised and a little put out that the others pay no attention to the 
matter as he does when he goes into the room. He seizes his mother by the skirts. 
“You see it is water! You must go across by the bridge.” (The bridge is a series of 
holes between the red tiles.) His mother crosses without even listening to him. He is 
vexed, as a dramatic author is vexed when he sees his audience talking during his 
great work. 

Next moment he thinks no more of it. The tiled floor is no longer the sea. He is 
lying down on it, stretched full-length, with his chin on the tiles, humming music of 
his own composition, and gravely sucking his thumb and dribbling. He is lost in 
contemplation of a crack between the tiles. The lines of the tiles grimace like faces. 
The imperceptible hole grows larger, and becomes a valley; there are mountains about 
it. A centipede moves: it is as large as an elephant. Thunder might crash, the child 
would not hear it. 



No one bothers about him, and he has no need of any one. He can even do without 
door-mat boats, and caverns in the tiled floor, with their fantastic fauna. His body is 
enough. What a source of entertainment! He spends hours in looking at his nails and 
shouting with laughter. They have all different faces, and are like people that he 
knows. And the rest of his body!… He goes on with the inspection of all that he has. 
How many surprising things! There are so many marvels. He is absorbed in looking at 
them. 

But he was very roughly picked up when they caught him at it. 

* * * * * 

Sometimes he takes advantage of his mother’s back being turned, to escape from the 
house. At first they used to run after him and bring him back. Then they got used to 
letting him go alone, only so he did not go too far away. The house is at the end of the 
town; the country begins almost at once. As long as he is within sight of the windows 
he goes without stopping, very deliberately, and now and then hopping on one foot. 
But as soon as he has passed the corner of the road, and the brushwood hides him 
from view, he changes abruptly. He stops there, with his finger in his mouth, to find 
out what story he shall tell himself that day; for he is full of stories. True, they are all 
very much like each other, and every one of them could be told in a few lines. He 
chooses. Generally he takes up the same story, sometimes from the point where it left 
off, sometimes from the beginning, with variations. But any trifle — a word heard by 
chance — is enough to set his mind off on another direction. 

Chance was fruitful of resources. It is impossible to imagine what can be made of a 
simple piece of wood, a broken bough found alongside a hedge. (You break them off 
when you do not find them.) It was a magic wand. If it were long and thin, it became a 
lance, or perhaps a sword; to brandish it aloft was enough to cause armies to spring 
from the earth. Jean-Christophe was their general, marching in front of them, setting 
them an example, and leading them to the assault of a hillock. If the branch were 
flexible, it changed into a whip. Jean-Christophe mounted on horseback and leaped 
precipices. Sometimes his mount would slip, and the horseman would find himself at 
the bottom of the ditch, sorrily looking at his dirty hands and barked knees. If the 
wand were lithe, then Jean-Christophe would make himself the conductor of an 
orchestra: he would be both conductor and orchestra; he conducted and he sang; and 
then he would salute the bushes, with their little green heads stirring in the wind. 

He was also a magician. He walked with great strides through the fields, looking at 
the sky and waving his arms. He commanded the clouds. He wished them to go to the 
right, but they went to the left. Then he would abuse them, and repeat his command. 
He would watch them out of the corner of his eye, and his heart would beat as he 
looked to see if there were not at least a little one which would obey him. But they 
went on calmly moving to the left. Then he would stamp his foot, and threaten them 
with his stick, and angrily order them to go to the left; and this time, in truth, they 
obeyed him. He was happy and proud of his power. He would touch the flowers and 
bid them change into golden carriages, as he had been told they did in the stories; and, 
although it never happened, he was quite convinced that it would happen if only he 
had patience. He would look for a grasshopper to turn into a hare; he would gently lay 
his stick on its back, and speak a rune. The insect would escape: he would bar its way. 
A few moments later he would be lying on his belly near to it, looking at it. Then he 
would have forgotten that he was a magician, and just amuse himself with turning the 
poor beast on its back, while he laughed aloud at its contortions. 



It occurred to him also to tie a piece of string to his magic wand, and gravely cast it 
into the river, and wait for a fish to come and bite. He knew perfectly well that fish do 
not usually bite at a piece of string without bait or hook; but he thought that for once 
in a way, and for him, they might make an exception to their rule; and in his 
inexhaustible confidence, he carried it so far as to fish in the street with a whip 
through the grating of a sewer. He would draw up the whip from time to time 
excitedly, pretending that the cord of it was more heavy, and that he had caught a 
treasure, as in a story that his grandfather had told him…. 

And always in the middle of all these games there used to occur to him moments of 
strange dreaming and complete forgetfulness. Everything about him would then be 
blotted out; he would not know what he was doing, and was not even conscious of 
himself. These attacks would take him unawares. Sometimes as he walked or went 
upstairs a void would suddenly open before him. He would seem then to have lost all 
thought. But when he came back to himself, he was shocked and bewildered to find 
himself in the same place on the dark staircase. It was as though he had lived through 
a whole lifetime — in the space of a few steps. 

His grandfather used often to take him with him on his evening walk. The little boy 
used to trot by his side and give him his hand. They used to go by the roads, across 
plowed fields, which smelled strong and good. The grasshoppers chirped. Enormous 
crows poised along the road used to watch them approach from afar, and then fly 
away heavily as they came up with them. 

His grandfather would cough. Jean-Christophe knew quite well what that meant. 
The old man was burning with the desire to tell a story; but he wanted it to appear that 
the child had asked him for one. Jean-Christophe did not fail him; they understood 
each other. The old man had a tremendous affection for his grandson, and it was a 
great joy to find in him a willing audience. He loved to tell of episodes in his own life, 
or stories of great men, ancient and modern. His voice would then become emphatic 
and filled with emotion, and would tremble with a childish joy, which he used to try 
to stifle. He seemed delighted to hear his own voice. Unhappily, words used to fail 
him when he opened his mouth to speak. He was used to such disappointment, for it 
always came upon him with his outbursts of eloquence. And as he used to forget it 
with each new attempt, he never succeeded in resigning himself to it. 

He used to talk of Regulus, and Arminius, of the soldiers of Lützow, of Koerner, 
and of Frédéric Stabs, who tried to kill the Emperor Napoleon. His face would glow 
as he told of incredible deeds of heroism. He used to pronounce historic words in such 
a solemn voice that it was impossible to hear them, and he used to try artfully to keep 
his hearer on tenterhooks at the thrilling moments. He would stop, pretend to choke, 
and noisily blow his nose; and his heart would leap when the child asked, in a voice 
choking with impatience: “And then, grandfather?” 

There came a day, when Jean-Christophe was a little older, when he perceived his 
grandfather’s method; and then he wickedly set himself to assume an air of 
indifference to the rest of the story, and that hurt the poor old man. But for the 
moment Jean-Christophe is altogether held by the power of the story-teller. His blood 
leaped at the dramatic passages. He did not know what it was all about, neither where 
nor when these deeds were done, or whether his grandfather knew Arminius, or 
whether Regulus were not — God knows why! — some one whom he had seen at 
church last Sunday. But his heart and the old man’s heart swelled with joy and pride 
in the tale of heroic deeds, as though they themselves had done them; for the old man 
and the child were both children. 



Jean-Christophe was less happy when his grandfather interpolated in the pathetic 
passages one of those abstruse discourses so dear to him. There were moral thoughts 
generally traceable to some idea, honest enough, but a little trite, such as “Gentleness 
is better than violence,” or “Honor is the dearest thing in life,” or “It is better to be 
good than to be wicked” — only they were much more involved. Jean-Christophe’s 
grandfather had no fear of the criticism of his youthful audience, and abandoned 
himself to his habitual emphatic manner; he was not afraid of repeating the same 
phrases, or of not finishing them, or even, if he lost himself in his discourse, of saying 
anything that came into his head, to stop up the gaps in his thoughts; and he used to 
punctuate his words, in order to give them greater force, with inappropriate gestures. 
The boy used to listen with profound respect, and he thought his grandfather very 
eloquent, but a little tiresome. 

Both of them loved to return again and again to the fabulous legend of the Corsican 
conqueror who had taken Europe. Jean-Christophe’s grandfather had known him. He 
had almost fought against him. But he was a man to admit the greatness of his 
adversaries: he had said so twenty times. He would have given one of his arms for 
such a man to have been born on this side of the Rhine. Fate had decreed otherwise; 
he admired him, and had fought against him — that is, he had been on the point of 
fighting against him. But when Napoleon had been no farther than ten leagues away, 
and they had marched out to meet him, a sudden panic had dispersed the little band in 
a forest, and every man had fled, crying, “We are betrayed!” In vain, as the old man 
used to tell, in vain did he endeavor to rally the fugitives; he threw himself in front of 
them, threatening them and weeping: he had been swept away in the flood of them, 
and on the morrow had found himself at an extraordinary distance from the field of 
battle — For so he called the place of the rout. But Jean-Christophe used impatiently 
to bring him back to the exploits of the hero, and he was delighted by his marvelous 
progress through the world. He saw him followed by innumerable men, giving vent to 
great cries of love, and at a wave of his hand hurling themselves in swarms upon 
flying enemies — they were always in flight. It was a fairy-tale. The old man added a 
little to it to fill out the story; he conquered Spain, and almost conquered England, 
which he could not abide. 

Old Krafft used to intersperse his enthusiastic narratives with indignant 
apostrophes addressed to his hero. The patriot awoke in him, more perhaps when he 
told of the Emperor’s defeats than of the Battle of Jena. He would stop to shake his 
fist at the river, and spit contemptuously, and mouth noble insults — he did not stoop 
to less than that. He would call him “rascal,” “wild beast,” “immoral.” And if such 
words were intended to restore to the boy’s mind a sense of justice, it must be 
confessed that they failed in their object; for childish logic leaped to this conclusion: 
“If a great man like that had no morality, morality is not a great thing, and what 
matters most is to be a great man.” But the old man was far from suspecting the 
thoughts which were running along by his side. 

They would both be silent, pondering each after his own fashion, these admirable 
stories — except when the old man used to meet one of his noble patrons taking a 
walk. Then he would stop, and bow very low, and breathe lavishly the formulæ of 
obsequious politeness. The child used to blush for it without knowing why. But his 
grandfather at heart had a vast respect for established power and persons who had 
“arrived”; and possibly his great love for the heroes of whom he told was only 
because he saw in them persons who had arrived at a point higher than the others. 

When it was very hot, old Krafft used to sit under a tree, and was not long in 
dozing off. Then Jean-Christophe used to sit near him on a heap of loose stones or a 



milestone, or some high seat, uncomfortable and peculiar; and he used to wag his little 
legs, and hum to himself, and dream. Or sometimes he used to lie on his back and 
watch the clouds go by; they looked like oxen, and giants, and hats, and old ladies, 
and immense landscapes. He used to talk to them in a low voice, or be absorbed in a 
little cloud which a great one was on the point of devouring. He was afraid of those 
which were very black, almost blue, and of those which went very fast. It seemed to 
him that they played an enormous part in life, and he was surprised that neither his 
grandfather nor his mother paid any attention to them. They were terrible beings if 
they wished to do harm. Fortunately, they used to go by, kindly enough, a little 
grotesque, and they did not stop. The boy used in the end to turn giddy with watching 
them too long, and he used to fidget with his legs and arms, as though he were on the 
point of falling from the sky. His eyelids then would wink, and sleep would overcome 
him. Silence…. The leaves murmur gently and tremble in the sun; a faint mist passes 
through the air; the uncertain flies hover, booming like an organ; the grasshoppers, 
drunk with the summer, chirp eagerly and hurriedly; all is silent…. Under the vault of 
the trees the cry of the green woodpecker has magic sounds. Far away on the plain a 
peasant’s voice harangues his oxen; the shoes of a horse ring out on the white road. 
Jean-Christophe’s eyes close. Near him an ant passes along a dead branch across a 
furrow. He loses consciousness…. Ages have passed. He wakes. The ant has not yet 
crossed the twig. 

Sometimes the old man would sleep too long, and his face would grow rigid, and 
his long nose would grow longer, and his mouth stand open. Jean-Christophe used 
then to look at him uneasily, and in fear of seeing his head change gradually into 
some fantastic shape. He used to sing loudly, so as to wake him up, or tumble down 
noisily from his heap of stones. One day it occurred to him to throw a handful of pine-
needles in his grandfather’s face, and tell him that they had fallen from the tree. The 
old man believed him, and that made Jean-Christophe laugh. But, unfortunately, he 
tried the trick again, and just when he had raised his hand he saw his grandfather’s 
eyes watching him. It was a terrible affair. The old man was solemn, and allowed no 
liberty to be taken with the respect due to himself. They were estranged for more than 
a week. 

The worse the road was, the more beautiful it was to Jean-Christophe. Every stone 
had a meaning for him; he knew them all. The shape of a rut seemed to him to be a 
geographical accident almost of the same kind as the great mass of the Taunus. In his 
head he had the map of all the ditches and hillocks of the region extending two 
kilometers round about the house, and when he made any change in the fixed ordering 
of the furrows, he thought himself no less important than an engineer with a gang of 
navvies; and when with his heel he crushed the dried top of a clod of earth, and filled 
up the valley at the foot of it, it seemed to him that his day had not been wasted. 

Sometimes they would meet a peasant in his cart on the highroad, and, if the 
peasant knew Jean-Christophe’s grandfather they would climb up by his side. That 
was a Paradise on earth. The horse went fast, and Jean-Christophe laughed with 
delight, except when they passed other people walking; then he would look serious 
and indifferent, like a person accustomed to drive in a carriage, but his heart was 
filled with pride. His grandfather and the man would talk without bothering about 
him. Hidden and crushed by their legs, hardly sitting, sometimes not sitting at all, he 
was perfectly happy. He talked aloud, without troubling about any answer to what he 
said. He watched the horse’s ears moving. What strange creatures those ears were! 
They moved in every direction — to right and left; they hitched forward, and fell to 
one side, and turned backwards in such a ridiculous way that he: burst out laughing. 



He would pinch his grandfather to make him look at them; but his grandfather was not 
interested in them. He would repulse Jean-Christophe, and tell him to be quiet. Jean-
Christophe would ponder. He thought that when people grow up they are not 
surprised by anything, and that when they are strong they know everything; and he 
would try to be grown up himself, and to hide his curiosity, and appear to be 
indifferent. 

He was silent them The rolling of the carriage made him drowsy. The horse’s little 
bells danced — ding, ding; dong, ding. Music awoke in the air, and hovered about the 
silvery bells, like a swarm of bees. It beat gaily with the rhythm of the cart — an 
endless source of song, and one song came on another’s heels. To Jean-Christophe 
they were superb. There was one especially which he thought so beautiful that he tried 
to draw his grandfather’s attention to it. He sang it aloud. They took no heed of him. 
He began it again in a higher key, then again shrilly, and then old Jean Michel said 
irritably: “Be quiet; you are deafening me with your trumpet-call!” That took away 
his breath. He blushed and was silent and mortified. He crushed with his contempt the 
two stockish imbeciles who did not understand the sublimity of his song, which 
opened wide the heavens! He thought them very ugly, with their week-old beards, and 
they smelled very ill. 

He found consolation, in watching the horse’s shadow. That an astonishing sight. 
The beast ran along with them lying on its side. In the evening, when they returned, it 
covered a part of the field. They came upon a rick, and the shadow’s head would rise 
up and then return to its place when they had passed. Its snout was flattened out like a 
burst balloon; its ears were large, and pointed like candles. Was it really a shadow or a 
creature? Jean-Christophe would not have liked to encounter it alone. He would not 
have run after it as he did after his grandfather’s shadow, so as to walk on its head and 
trample it under foot. The shadows of the trees when the sun was low were also 
objects of meditation. They made barriers along the road, and looked like phantoms, 
melancholy and grotesque, saying, “Go no farther!” and the creaking axles and the 
horse’s shoes repeated, “No farther!” 

Jean-Christophe’s grandfather and the driver never ceased their endless chatter. 
Sometimes they would raise their voices, especially when they talked of local affairs 
or things going wrong. The child would cease to dream, and look at them uneasily. It 
seemed to him that they were angry with each other, and he was afraid that they 
would come to blows. However, on the contrary, they best understood each other in 
their common dislikes. For the most part, they were without haired or the least 
passion; they talked of small matters loudly, just for the pleasure of talking, as is the 
joy of the people. But Jean-Christophe, not understanding their conversation, only 
heard the loud tones of their voices and saw their agitated faces, and thought fearfully: 
“How wicked he looks! Surely they hate each other! How he rolls his eyes, and how 
wide he opens his mouth! He spat on my nose in his fury. O Lord, he will kill my 
grandfather!…” 

The carriage stopped. The peasant said: “Here you are.” The two deadly enemies 
shook hands. Jean-Christophe’s grandfather got down first; the peasant handed him 
the little boy. The whip flicked the horse, the carriage rolled away, and there they 
were by the little sunken road near the Rhine. The sun dipped down below the fields. 
The path wound almost to the water’s edge. The plentiful soft grass yielded under 
their feet, crackling. Alder-trees leaned over the river, almost half in the water. A 
cloud of gnats danced. A boat passed noiselessly, drawn on by the peaceful current, 
striding along. The water sucked the branches of the willows with a little noise like 
lips. The light was soft and misty, the air fresh, the river silvery gray. They reached 



their home, and the crickets chirped, and on the threshold smiled his mother’s dear 
face…. 

Oh, delightful memories, kindly visions, which will hum their melody in their 
tuneful flight through life!… Journeys in later life, great towns and moving seas, 
dream countries and loved faces, are not so exactly graven in the soul as these childish 
walks, or the corner of the garden seen every day through the window, through the 
steam and mist made by the child’s mouth glued to it for want of other occupation…. 

Evening now, and the house is shut up. Home … the refuge from all terrifying 
things — darkness, night, fear, things unknown. No enemy can pass the threshold…. 
The fire flares. A golden duck turns slowly on the spit; a delicious smell of fat and of 
crisping flesh scents the room. The joy of eating, incomparable delight, a religious 
enthusiasm, thrills of joy! The body is too languid with the soft warmth, and the 
fatigues of the day, and the familiar voices. The act of digestion plunges it in ecstasy, 
and faces, shadows, the lampshade, the tongues of flame dancing with a shower of 
stars in the fireplace — all take on a magical appearance of delight. Jean-Christophe 
lays his cheek on his plate, the better to enjoy all this happiness…. 

He is in his soft bed. How did he come there? He is overcome with weariness. The 
buzzing of the voices in the room and the visions of the day are intermingled in his 
mind. His father takes his violin; the shrill sweet sounds cry out complaining in the 
night. But the crowning joy is when his mother comes and takes Jean-Christophe’s 
hands. He is drowsy, and, leaning over him, in a low voice she sings, as he asks, an, 
old song with words that have no meaning. His father thinks such music stupid, but 
Jean-Christophe never wearies of it. He holds his breath, and is between laughing and 
crying. His heart is intoxicated. He does not know where he is, and he is overflowing 
with tenderness. He throws his little arms round his mother’s neck, and hugs her with 
all his strength. She says, laughing: 

“You want to strangle me?” 
He hugs her close. How he loves her! How he loves everything! Everybody, 

everything! All is good, all is beautiful…. He sleeps. The cricket on the hearth cheeps. 
His grandfather’s tales, the great heroes, float by in the happy night…. To be a hero 
like them!… Yes, he will be that … he is that…. Ah, how good it is to live! 

* * * * * 

What an abundance of strength, joy, pride, is in that little creature! What superfluous 
energy! His body and mind never cease to move; they are carried round and round 
breathlessly. Like a little salamander, he dances day and night in the flames. His is an 
unwearying enthusiasm finding its food in all things. A delicious dream, a bubbling 
well, a treasure of inexhaustible hope, a laugh, a song, unending drunkenness. Life 
does not hold him yet; always he escapes it. He swims in the infinite. How happy he 
is! He is made to be happy! There is nothing in him that does not believe in happiness, 
and does not cling to it with all his little strength and passion!… 

Life will soon see to it that he is brought to reason. 



II 

 

 L’alba vinceva l’ora, mattutina. 
  Che fuggia ‘nnanzi, si che di lontano 
  Conobbi il tremolar della marina…. 
                  Purgatorio, i. 

The Kraffts came originally from Antwerp. Old Jean Michel had left the country as a 
result of a boyish freak, a violent quarrel, such as he had often had, for he was 
devilish pugnacious, and it had had an unfortunate ending. He settled down, almost 
fifty years ago, in the little town of the principality, with its red-pointed roofs and 
shady gardens, lying on the slope of a gentle hill, mirrored in the pale green eyes of 
Vater Rhein. An excellent musician, he had readily gained appreciation in a country 
of musicians. He had taken root there by marrying, forty years ago, Clara Sartorius, 
daughter of the Prince’s Kapellmeister, whose duties he took over. Clara was a placid 
German with two passions — cooking and music. She had for her husband a 
veneration only equaled by that which she had for her father, Jean Michel no less 
admired his wife. They had lived together in perfect amity for fifteen years, and they 
had four children. Then Clara died; and Jean Michel bemoaned her loss, and then, five 
months later, married Ottilia Schütz, a girl of twenty, with red cheeks, robust and 
smiling. After eight years of marriage she also died, but in that time she gave him 
seven children — eleven children in all, of whom only one had survived. Although he 
loved them much, all these bereavements had not shaken his good-humor. The 
greatest blow had been the death of Ottilia, three years ago, which had come to him at 
an age when it is difficult to start life again and to make a new home. But after a 
moment’s confusion old Jean Michel regained his equilibrium, which no misfortune 
seemed able to disturb. 

He was an affectionate man, but health was the strongest thing in him. He had a 
physical repugnance from sadness, and a need of gaiety, great gaiety, Flemish fashion 
— an enormous and childish laugh. Whatever might be his grief, he did not drink one 
drop the less, nor miss one bite at table, and his band never had one day off. Under his 
direction the Court orchestra won a small celebrity in the Rhine country, where Jean 
Michel had become legendary by reason of his athletic stature and his outbursts of 
anger. He could not master them, in spite of all his efforts, for the violent man was at 
bottom timid and afraid of compromising himself. He loved decorum and feared 
opinion. But his blood ran away with him. He used to see red, and he used to be the 
victim of sudden fits of crazy impatience, not only at rehearsals, but at the concerts, 
where once in the Prince’s presence he had hurled his bâton and had stamped about 
like a man possessed, as he apostrophized one of the musicians in a furious and 
stuttering voice. The Prince was amused, but the artists in question were rancorous 
against him. In vain did Jean Michel, ashamed of his outburst, try to pass it by 
immediately in exaggerated obsequiousness. On the next occasion he would break out 
again, and as this extreme irritability increased with age, in the end it made his 
position very difficult. He felt it himself, and one day, when his outbursts had all but 
caused the whole orchestra to strike, he sent in his resignation. He hoped that in 
consideration of his services they would make difficulties about accepting it, and 



would ask him to stay. There was nothing of the kind, and as he was too proud to go 
back on his offer, he left, brokenhearted, and crying out upon the ingratitude of 
mankind. 

Since that time he had not known how to fill his days. He was more than seventy, 
but he was still vigorous, and he went on working and going up and down the town 
from morning to night, giving lessons, and entering into discussions, pronouncing 
perorations, and entering into everything. He was ingenious, and found all sorts of 
ways of keeping himself occupied. He began to repair musical instruments; he 
invented, experimented, and sometimes discovered improvements. He composed also, 
and set store by his compositions. He had once written a Missa Solennis, of which he 
used often to talk, and it was the glory of his family. It had cost him so much trouble 
that he had all but brought about a congestion of the mind in the writing of it. He tried 
to persuade himself that it was a work of genius, but he knew perfectly well with what 
emptiness of thought it had been written, and he dared not look again at the 
manuscript, because every time he did so he recognized in the phrases that he had 
thought to be his own, rags taken from other authors, painfully pieced together 
haphazard. It was a great sorrow to him. He had ideas sometimes which he thought 
admirable. He would run tremblingly to his table. Could he keep his inspiration this 
time? But hardly had he taken pen in hand than he found himself alone in silence, and 
all his efforts to call to life again the vanished voices ended only in bringing to his 
ears familiar melodies of Mendelssohn or Brahms. 

“There are,” says George Sand, “unhappy geniuses who lack the power of 
expression, and carry down to their graves the unknown region of their thoughts, as 
has said a member of that great family of illustrious mutes or stammerers — Geoffrey 
Saint-Hilaire.” Old Jean Michel belonged to that family. He was no more successful 
in expressing himself in music than in words, and he always deceived himself. He 
would so much have loved to talk, to write, to be a great musician, an eloquent orator! 
It was his secret sore. He told no one of it, did not admit it to himself, tried not to 
think of it; but he did think of it, in spite of himself, and so there was the seed of death 
in his soul. 

Poor old man! In nothing did he succeed in being absolutely himself. There were in 
him so many seeds of beauty and power, but they never put forth fruit; a profound and 
touching faith in the dignity of Art and the moral value of life, but it was nearly 
always translated in an emphatic and ridiculous fashion; so much noble pride, and in 
life an almost servile admiration of his superiors; so lofty a desire for independence, 
and, in fact, absolute docility; pretensions to strength of mind, and every conceivable 
superstition; a passion for heroism, real courage, and so much timidity! — a nature to 
stop by the wayside. 

* * * * * 

Jean Michel had transferred all his ambitions to his son, and at first Melchior had 
promised to realize them. From childhood he had shown great musical gifts. He 
learned with extraordinary facility, and quickly acquired as a violinist a virtuosity 
which for a long time made him the favorite, almost the idol, of the Court concerts. 
He played the piano and other instruments pleasantly. He was a fine talker, well, 
though a little heavily, built, and was of the type which passes in Germany for classic 
beauty; he had a large brow that expressed nothing, large regular features, and a 
curled beard — a Jupiter of the banks of the Rhine. Old Jean Michel enjoyed his son’s 
success; he was ecstatic over the virtuoso’s tours de force, he who had never been 



able properly to play any instrument. In truth, Melchior would have had no difficulty 
in expressing what he thought. The trouble was that he did not think; and he did not 
even bother about it. He had the soul of a mediocre comedian who takes pains with 
the inflexions of his voice without caring about what they express, and, with anxious 
vanity, watches their effect on his audience. 

The odd thing was that, in spite of his constant anxiety about his stage pose, there 
was in him, as in Jean Michel, in spite of his timid respect for social conventions, a 
curious, irregular, unexpected and chaotic quality, which made people say that the 
Kraffts were a bit crazy. It did not harm him at first; it seemed as though these very 
eccentricities were the proof of the genius attributed to him; for it is understood 
among people of common sense that an artist has none. But it was not long before his 
extravagances were traced to their source — usually the bottle. Nietzsche says that 
Bacchus is the God of Music, and Melchior’s instinct was of the same opinion; but in 
his case his god was very ungrateful to him; far from giving him the ideas he lacked, 
he took away from him the few that he had. After his absurd marriage — absurd in the 
eyes of the world, and therefore also in his own — he gave himself up to it more and 
more. He neglected his playing — so secure in his own superiority that very soon he 
lost it. Other virtuosi came to succeed him in public favor. That was bitter to him, but 
instead of rousing his energy, these rebuffs only discouraged him. He avenged himself 
by crying down his rivals with his pot-fellows. In his absurd conceit he counted on 
succeeding his father as musical director: another man was appointed. He thought 
himself persecuted, and took on the airs of a misunderstood genius. Thanks to the 
esteem in which old Krafft was held, he kept his place as a violin in the orchestra, but 
gradually he lost all his lessons in the town. And if this blow struck most at his vanity, 
it touched his purse even more. For several years the resources of his household had 
grown less and less, following on various reverses of fortune. After having known 
plenty, want came, and every day increased. Melchior refused to take notice of it; he 
did not spend one penny the less on his toilet or his pleasures. 

He was not a bad man, but a half-good man, which is perhaps worse — weak, 
without spring, without moral strength, but for the rest, in his own opinion, a good 
father, a good son, a good husband, a good man — and perhaps he was good, if to be 
so it is enough to possess an easy kindness, which is quickly touched, and that animal 
affection by which a man loves his kin as a part of himself. It cannot even be said that 
he was very egoistic; he had not personality enough for that. He was nothing. They 
are a terrible thing in life, these people who are nothing. Like a dead weight thrown 
into the air, they fall, and must fall; and in their fall they drag with them everything 
that they have. 

It was when the situation of his family had reached its most difficult point, that 
little Jean-Christophe began to understand what was going on about him. 

He was no longer the only child. Melchior gave his wife a child every year, 
without troubling to think what was to become of it later. Two had died young; two 
others were three and four years old. Melchior never bothered about them. Louisa, 
when she had to go out, left them with Jean-Christophe, now six years old. 

The charge cost Jean-Christophe something, for he had to sacrifice to his duty his 
splendid afternoons in the fields. But he was proud of being treated as a man, and 
gravely fulfilled his task. He amused the children as best he could by showing them 
his games, and he set himself to talk to them as he had heard his mother talking to the 
baby. Or he would carry them in his arms, one after another, as he had seen her do; he 
bent under their weight, and clenched his teeth, and with all his strength clutched his 
little brother to his breast, so as to prevent his falling. The children always wanted to 



be carried — they were never tired of it; and when Jean-Christophe could do no more, 
they wept without ceasing. They made him very unhappy, and he was often troubled 
about them. They were very dirty, and needed maternal attentions. Jean-Christophe 
did not know what to do. They took advantage of him. Sometimes he wanted to slap 
them, but he thought, “They are little; they do not know,” and, magnanimously, he let 
them pinch him, and beat him, and tease him. Ernest used to howl for nothing; he 
used to stamp his feet and roll about in a passion; he was a nervous child, and Louisa 
had bidden Jean-Christophe not to oppose his whims. As for Rodolphe, he was as 
malicious as a monkey; he always took advantage of Jean-Christophe having Ernest in 
his arms, to play all sorts of silly pranks behind his back; he used to break toys, spill 
water, dirty his frock, and knock the plates over as he rummaged in the cupboard. 

And when Louisa returned, instead of praising Jean-Christophe, she used to say to 
him, without scolding him, but with an injured air, as she saw the havoc; “My poor 
child, you are not very clever!” 

Jean-Christophe would be mortified, and his heart would grow big within him. 

* * * * * 

Louisa, who let no opportunity escape of earning a little money, used to go out as 
cook for exceptional occasions, such, as marriages or baptismal feasts. Melchior 
pretended to know nothing about it — it touched his vanity — but he was not annoyed 
with her for doing it, so long as he did not know. Jean-Christophe had as yet no idea 
of the difficulties of life; he knew no other limit to his will than the will of his parents, 
and that did not stand much in his way, for they let him do pretty much as he pleased. 
His one idea was to grow up, so as to be able to do as he liked. He had no conception 
of obstacles standing in the way at every turn, and he had never the least idea but that 
his parents were completely their own masters. It was a shock to his whole being 
when, for the first time, he perceived that among men there are those who command, 
and those who are commanded, and that his own people were not of the first class; it 
was the first crisis of his life. 

It happened one afternoon. His mother had dressed him in his cleanest clothes, old 
clothes given to her which Louisa’s ingenuity and patience had turned to account. He 
went to find her, as they had agreed, at the house in which she was working. He was 
abashed at the idea of entering alone. A footman was swaggering in the porch; he 
stopped the boy, and asked him patronizingly what he wanted. Jean-Christophe 
blushed, and murmured that he had come to see “Frau Krafft” — as he had been told 
to say. 

“Frau Krafft? What do you want with Frau Krafft?” asked the footman, ironically 
emphasizing the word Frau, “Your mother? Go down there. You will find Louisa in 
the kitchen at the end of the passage.” 

He went, growing redder and redder. He was ashamed to hear his mother called 
familiarly Louisa. He was humiliated; he would have liked to run away down to his 
dear river, and the shelter of the brushwood where he used to tell himself stories. 

In the kitchen he came upon a number of other servants, who greeted him with 
noisy exclamations. At the back, near the stove, his mother smiled at him with tender 
embarrassment. He ran to her, and clung to her skirts. She was wearing a white apron, 
and holding a wooden spoon. She made him more unhappy by trying to raise his chin 
so as to look in his face, and to make him hold out his hand to everybody there and 
say good-day to them. He would not; he turned to the wall and hid his face in his 
arms. Then gradually he gained courage, and peeped out of his hiding-place with 



merry bright eyes, which hid again every time any one looked at him. He stole looks 
at the people there. His mother looked busy and important, and he did not know her 
like that; she went from one saucepan to another, tasting, giving advice, in a sure 
voice explaining recipes, and the cook of the house listened respectfully. The boy’s 
heart swelled with pride as he saw how much his mother was appreciated, and the 
great part that she played in this splendid room, adorned with magnificent objects of 
gold and silver. 

Suddenly conversation ceased. The door opened. A lady entered with a rustling of 
the stuffs she was wearing. She cast a suspicious look about her. She was no longer 
young, and yet she was wearing a light dress with wide sleeves. She caught up her 
dress in her hand, so as not to brush against anything. It did not prevent her going to 
the stove and looking at the dishes, and even tasting them. When she raised her hand a 
little, her sleeve fell back, and her arm was bare to the elbow. Jean-Christophe 
thought this ugly and improper. How dryly and abruptly she spoke to Louisa! And 
how humbly Louisa replied! Jean-Christophe hated it. He hid away in his corner, so as 
not to be observed, but it was no use. The lady asked who the little boy might be. 
Louisa fetched him and presented him; she held his hands to prevent his hiding his 
face. And, though he wanted to break away and flee, Jean-Christophe felt instinctively 
that this time he must not resist. The lady looked at the boy’s scared face, and at first 
she gave him a kindly, motherly smile. But then she resumed her patronizing air, and 
asked him about his behavior, and his piety, and put questions to him, to which he did 
not reply. She looked to see how his clothes fitted him, and Louisa eagerly declared 
that they were magnificent. She pulled down his waistcoat to remove the creases. 
Jean-Christophe wanted to cry, it fitted so tightly. He did not understand why his 
mother was giving thanks. 

The lady took him by the hand and said that she would take him to her own 
children. Jean-Christophe cast a look of despair at his mother; but she smiled at the 
mistress so eagerly that he saw that there was nothing to hope for from her, and he 
followed his guide like a sheep that is led to the slaughter. 

They came to a garden, where two cross-looking children, a boy and a girl, about 
the same age as Jean-Christophe, were apparently sulky with each other. Jean-
Christophe’s advent created a diversion. They came up to examine the new arrival. 
Jean-Christophe, left with the children by the lady, stood stock-still in a pathway, not 
daring to raise his eyes. The two others stood motionless a short distance away, and 
looked him up and down, nudged each other, and tittered. Finally, they made up their 
minds. They asked him who he was, whence he came, and what his father did. Jean-
Christophe, turned to stone, made no reply; he was terrified almost to the point of 
tears, especially of the little girl, who had fair hair in plaits, a short skirt, and bare 
legs. 

They began to play. Just as Jean-Christophe was beginning to be a little happier, 
the little boy stopped dead in front of him, and touching his coat, said: 

“Hullo! That’s mine!” 
Jean-Christophe did not understand. Furious at this assertion that his coat belonged 

to some one else, he shook his head violently in denial. 
“I know it all right,” said the boy. “It’s my old blue waistcoat. There’s a spot on 

it.” 
And he put his finger on the spot. Then, going on with his inspection, he examined 

Jean-Christophe’s feet, and asked what his mended-up shoes were made of. Jean-
Christophe grew crimson. The little girl pouted and whispered to her brother — Jean-
Christophe heard it — that it was a little poor boy. Jean-Christophe resented the word. 



He thought he would succeed In combating the insulting opinions, as he stammered in 
a choking voice that he was the son of Melchior Krafft. and that his mother was 
Louisa the cook. It seemed to him that this title was as good as any other, and he was 
right. But the two children, interested in the news, did not seem to esteem him any the 
more for it. On the contrary, they took on a patronizing tone. They asked him what he 
was going to be — a cook or a coachman. Jean-Christophe revolted. He felt an iciness 
steal into his heart. 

Encouraged by his silence, the two rich children, who had conceived for the little 
poor boy one of those cruel and unreasoning antipathies which children have, tried 
various amusing ways of tormenting him, The little girl especially was implacable. 
She observed that Jean-Christophe could hardly run, because his clothes were so tight, 
and she conceived the subtle idea of making him jump. They made an obstacle of 
little seats, and insisted on Jean-Christophe clearing it. The wretched child dared not 
say what it was that prevented his jumping. He gathered himself together, hurled 
himself through, the air, and measured his length on the ground. They roared with 
laughter at him. He had to try again. Tears in his eyes, he made a desperate attempt, 
and this time succeeded in jumping. That did not satisfy his tormentors, who decided 
that the obstacle was not high enough, and they built it up until it became a regular 
break-neck affair. Jean-Christophe tried to rebel, and declared that he would not jump. 
Then the little girl called him a coward, and said that he was afraid. Jean-Christophe 
could not stand that, and, knowing that he must fall, he jumped, and fell. His feet 
caught in the obstacle; the whole thing toppled over with him. He grazed his hands 
and almost broke his head, and, as a crowning misfortune, his trousers tore at the 
knees and elsewhere. He was sick with shame; he heard the two children dancing with 
delight round him; he suffered horribly. He felt that they, despised and hated him. 
Why? Why? He would gladly have died! There is no more cruel suffering than that of 
a child who discovers for the first time the wickedness of others; he believes then that 
he is persecuted by the — whole world, and there is nothing to support him; there is 
nothing then — nothing!… Jean-Christophe tried to get up; the little boy pushed him 
down again; the little girl kicked him. He tried again, and they both jumped on him, 
and sat on his back and pressed his face down into the ground. Then rage seized him 
— it was too much. His hands were bruised, his fine coat was torn — a catastrophe 
for him! — shame, pain, revolt against the injustice of it, so many misfortunes all at 
once, plunged him in blind fury. He rose to his hands and knees, shook himself like a 
dog, and rolled his tormentors over; and when they returned to the assault he butted at 
them, head down, bowled over the little girl, and, with one blow of his fist, knocked 
the boy into the middle of a flower-bed. 

They howled. The children ran into the house with piercing cries. Doors slammed, 
and cries of anger were heard. The lady ran out as quickly as her long dress would let 
her. Jean-Christophe saw her coming, and made no attempt to escape. He was terrified 
at what he had done; it was a thing unheard of, a crime; but he regretted nothing. He 
waited. He was lost. So much the better! He was reduced to despair. 

The lady pounced on him. He felt her beat him. He heard her talking in a furious 
voice, a flood of words; but he could distinguish nothing. His little enemies had come 
back to see his shame, and screamed shrilly. There were servants — a babel of voices. 
To complete his downfall, Louisa, who had been summoned, appeared, and, instead 
of defending him, she began to scold him — she, too, without knowing anything — 
and bade him beg pardon. He refused angrily. She shook him, and dragged him by the 
hand to the lady and the children, and bade him go on his knees. But he stamped and 



roared, and bit his mother’s hand. Finally, he escaped among the servants, who 
laughed. 

He went away, his heart beating furiously, his face burning with anger and the 
slaps which he had received. He tried not to think, and he hurried along because he 
did not want to cry in the street. He wanted to be at home, so as to be able to find the 
comfort of tears. He choked; the blood beat in his head; he was at bursting-point. 

Finally, he arrived; he ran up the old black staircase to his usual nook in the bay of 
a window above the river; he hurled himself into it breathlessly, and then there came a 
flood of tears. He did not know exactly why he was crying, but he had to cry; and 
when the first flood of them was done, he wept again because he wanted, with a sort 
of rage, to make himself suffer, as if he could in this way punish the others as well as 
himself. Then he thought that his father must be coming home, and that his mother 
would tell him everything, and that his own miseries were by no means at an end. He 
resolved on flight, no matter whither, never to return. 

Just as he was going downstairs, he bumped into his father, who was coming up. 
“What are you doing, boy? Where are you going?” asked Melchior. 
He did not reply. 
“You are up to some folly. What have you done?” 
Jean-Christophe held his peace. 
“What have you done?” repeated Melchior. “Will you answer?” 
The boy began to cry and Melchior to shout, vying with each other until they heard 

Louisa hurriedly coming up the stairs. She arrived, still upset. She began with violent 
reproach and further chastisement, in which Melchior joined as soon as he understood 
— and probably before — with blows that would have felled an ox. Both shouted; the 
boy roared. They ended by angry argument. All the time that he was beating his son, 
Melchior maintained that he was right, and that this was the sort of thing that one 
came by, by going out to service with people who thought they could do everything 
because they had money; and as she beat the child, Louisa shouted that her husband 
was a brute, that she would never let him touch the boy, and that he had really hurt 
him. Jean-Christophe was, in fact, bleeding a little from the nose, but he hardly gave a 
thought to it, and he was not in the least thankful to his mother for stopping it with a 
wet cloth, since she went on scolding him. In the end they pushed him away in a dark 
closet, and shut him up without any supper. 

He heard them shouting at each other, and he did not know which of them he 
detested most. He thought it must be his mother, for he had never expected any such 
wickedness from her. All the misfortunes of the day overwhelmed him: all that he had 
suffered — the injustice of the children, the injustice of the lady, the injustice of his 
parents, and — this he felt like an open wound, without quite knowing why — the 
degradation of his parents, of whom he was so proud, before these evil and 
contemptible people. Such cowardice, of which for the first time he had become 
vaguely conscious, seemed ignoble to him. Everything was upset for him — his 
admiration for his own people, the religious respect with which they inspired him, his 
confidence in life, the simple need that he had of loving others and of being loved, his 
moral faith, blind but absolute. It was a complete cataclysm. He was crushed by brute 
force, without any means of defending himself or of ever again escaping. He choked. 
He thought himself on the point of death. All his body stiffened in desperate revolt. 
He beat with fists, feet, head, against the wall, howled, was seized with convulsions, 
and fell to the floor, hurting himself against the furniture. 

His parents, running up, took him in their arms. They vied with each other now as 
to who should be the more tender with him. His mother undressed him, carried him to 



his bed, and sat by him and remained with him until he was calmer. But he did not 
yield one inch. He forgave her nothing, and pretended to be asleep to get rid of her. 
His mother seemed to him bad and cowardly. He had no suspicion of all the suffering 
that she had to go through in order to live and give a living to her family, and of what 
she had borne in taking sides against him. 

After he had exhausted to the last drop the incredible store of tears that is in the 
eyes of a child, he felt somewhat comforted. He was tired and worn out, but his 
nerves were too much on stretch for him to sleep. The visions that had been with him 
floated before him again in his semi-torpor. Especially he saw again the little girl with 
her bright eyes and her turned-up, disdainful little nose, her hair hanging down to her 
shoulders, her bare legs and her childish, affected way of talking. He trembled, as it 
seemed to him that he could hear her voice. He remembered how stupid he had been 
with her, and he conceived a savage hatred for her. He did not pardon her for having 
brought him low, and was consumed with the desire to humiliate her and to make her 
weep. He sought means of doing this, but found none. There was no sign of her ever 
caring about him. But by way of consoling himself he supposed that everything was 
as he wished it to be. He supposed that he had become very powerful and famous, and 
decided that she was in love with him. Then he began to tell himself one of those 
absurd stories which in the end he would regard as more real than reality. 

She was dying of love, but he spurned her. When he passed before her house she 
watched him pass, hiding behind the curtains, and he knew that she watched him, but 
he pretended to take no notice, and talked gaily. Even he left the country, and 
journeyed far to add to her anguish. He did great things. Here he introduced into his 
narrative fragments chosen from his grandfather’s heroic tales, and all this time she 
was falling ill of grief. Her mother, that proud dame, came to beg of him: “My poor 
child is dying. I beg you to come!” He went. She was in her bed. Her face was pale 
and sunken. She held out her arms to him. She could not speak, but she took his hands 
and kissed them as she wept. Then he looked at her with marvelous kindness and 
tenderness. He bade her recover, and consented to let her love him. At this point of 
the story, when he amused himself by drawing out the coming together by repeating 
their gestures and words several times, sleep overcame him, and he slept and was 
consoled. 

But when he opened his eyes it was day, and it no longer shone so lightly or so 
carelessly as its predecessor. There was a great change in the world. Jean-Christophe 
now knew the meaning of injustice. 

* * * * * 

There were now times of extremely straitened circumstances at home. They became 
more and more frequent. They lived meagerly then. No one was more sensible of it 
than Jean-Christophe. His father saw nothing. He was served first, and there was 
always enough for him. He talked noisily, and roared with laughter at his own jokes, 
and he never noticed his wife’s glances as she gave a forced laugh, while she watched 
him helping himself. When he passed the dish it was more than half empty. Louisa 
helped the children — two potatoes each. When it came to Jean-Christophe’s turn 
there were sometimes only three left, and his mother was not helped. He knew that 
beforehand; he had counted them before they came to him. Then he summoned up 
courage, and said carelessly: 

“Only one, mother.” 
She was a little put out. 



“Two, like the others.” 
“No, please; only one.” 
“Aren’t you hungry?” 
“No, I’m not very hungry.” 
But she, too, only took one, and they peeled them carefully, cut them up in little 

pieces, and tried to eat them as slowly as possible. His mother watched him. When he 
had finished: 

“Come, take it!” 
“No, mother.” 
“But you are ill?” 
“I am not ill, but I have eaten enough.” 
Then his father would reproach him with being obstinate, and take the last potato 

for himself. But Jean-Christophe learned that trick, and he used to keep it on his plate 
for Ernest, his little brother, who was always hungry, and watched him out of the 
corner of his eyes from the beginning of dinner, and ended by asking: 

“Aren’t you going to eat it? Give it me, then, Jean-Christophe.” 
Oh, how Jean-Christophe detested his father, how he hated him for not thinking of 

them, or for not even dreaming that he was eating their share! He was so hungry that 
he hated him, and would gladly have told him so; but he thought in his pride that he 
had no right, since he could not earn his own living. His father had earned the bread 
that he took. He himself was good for nothing; he was a burden on everybody; he had 
no right to talk. Later on he would talk — if there were any later on. Oh, he would die 
of hunger first!… 

He suffered more than another child would have done from these cruel fasts. His 
robust stomach was in agony. Sometimes he trembled because of it; his head ached. 
There was a hole in his chest — a hole which turned and widened, as if a gimlet were 
being twisted in it. But he did not complain. He felt his mother’s eyes upon him, and 
assumed an expression of indifference. Louisa, with a clutching at her heart, 
understood vaguely that her little boy was denying himself so that the others might 
have more. She rejected the idea, but always returned to it. She dared not investigate it 
or ask Jean-Christophe if it were true, for, if it were true, what could she do? She had 
been used to privation since her childhood. What is the use of complaining when there 
is nothing to be done? She never suspected, indeed — she, with her frail health and 
small needs — that the boy might suffer more than herself. She did not say anything, 
but once or twice, when the others were gone, the children to the street, Melchior 
about his business, she asked her eldest son to stay to do her some small service. Jean-
Christophe would hold her skein while she unwound it. Suddenly she would throw 
everything away, and draw him passionately to her. She would take him on her knees, 
although he was quite heavy, and would hug and hug him. He would fling his arms 
round her neck, and the two of them would weep desperately, embracing each other. 

“My poor little boy!…” 
“Mother, mother!…” 
They said no more, but they understood each other. 

* * * * * 

It was some time before Jean-Christophe realized that his father drank. Melchior’s 
intemperance did not — at least, in the beginning — exceed tolerable limits. It was 
not brutish. It showed itself rather by wild outbursts of happiness. He used to make 
foolish remarks, and sing loudly for hours together as he drummed on the table, and 



sometimes he insisted on dancing with Louisa and the children. Jean-Christophe saw 
that his mother looked sad. She would shrink back and bend her face over her work; 
she avoided the drunkard’s eyes, and used to try gently to quiet him when he said 
coarse things that made her blush. But Jean-Christophe did not understand, and he 
was in such need of gaiety that these noisy home-comings of his father were almost a 
festival to him. The house was melancholy, and these follies were a relaxation for 
him. He used to laugh heartily at Melchior’s crazy antics and stupid jokes; he sang 
and danced with him; and he was put out when his mother in an angry voice ordered 
him to cease. How could it be wrong, since his father did it? Although his ever keen 
observation, which never forgot anything it had seen, told him that there were in his 
father’s behavior several things which did not accord with his childish and imperious 
sense of justice, yet he continued to admire him. A child has so much need of an 
object of admiration! Doubtless it is one of the eternal forms of self-love. When a man 
is, or knows himself to be, too weak to accomplish his desires and satisfy his pride, as 
a child he transfers them to his parents, or, as a man who has failed, he transfers them 
to his children. They are, or shall be, all that he dreamed of being — his champions, 
his avengers — and in this proud abdication in their favor, love and egoism are 
mingled so forcefully and yet so gently as to bring him keen delight. Jean-Christophe 
forgot all his grudges against his father, and cast about to find reasons for admiring 
him. He admired his figure, his strong arms, his voice, his laugh, his gaiety, and he 
shone with pride when he heard praise of his father’s talents as a virtuoso, or when 
Melchior himself recited with some amplification the eulogies he had received. He 
believed in his father’s boasts, and looked upon him as a genius, as one of his 
grandfather’s heroes. 

One evening about seven o’clock he was alone in the house. His little brothers had 
gone out with Jean Michel. Louisa was washing the linen in the river. The door 
opened, and Melchior plunged in. He was hatless and disheveled. He cut a sort of 
caper to cross the threshold, and then plumped down in a chair by the table. Jean-
Christophe began to laugh, thinking it was a part of one of the usual buffooneries, and 
he approached him. But as soon as he looked more closely at him the desire to laugh 
left him. Melchior sat there with his arms hanging, and looking straight in front of 
him, seeing nothing, with his eyes blinking. His face was crimson, his mouth was 
open, and from it there gurgled every now and then a silly laugh. Jean-Christophe 
stood stock-still. He thought at first that his father was joking, but when he saw that 
he did not budge he was panic-stricken. 

“Papa, papa!” he cried. 
Melchior went on gobbling like a fowl. Jean-Christophe took him by the arm in 

despair, and shook him with all his strength. 
“Papa, dear papa, answer me, please, please!” 
Melchior’s body shook like a boneless thing, and all but fell. His head flopped 

towards Jean-Christophe; he looked at him and babbled incoherently and irritably. 
When Jean-Christophe’s eyes met those clouded eyes he was seized with panic terror. 
He ran away to the other end of the room, and threw himself on his knees by the bed, 
and buried his face in the clothes. He remained so for some time. Melchior swung 
heavily on the chair, sniggering. Jean-Christophe stopped his ears, so as not to hear 
him, and trembled. What was happening within him was inexpressible. It was a 
terrible upheaval — terror, sorrow, as though for some one dead, some one dear and 
honored. 

No one came; they were left alone. Night fell, and Jean-Christophe’s fear grew as 
the minutes passed. He could not help listening, and his blood froze as he heard the 



voice that he did not recognize. The silence made it all the more terrifying; the 
limping clock beat time for the senseless babbling. He could bear it no longer; he 
wished to fly. But he had, to pass his father to get out, and Jean-Christophe 
shuddered, at the idea of seeing those eyes again; it seemed to him that he must die if 
he did. He tried to creep on hands and knees to the door of the room. He could not 
breathe; he would not look; he stopped at the least movement from Melchior, whose 
feet he could see under the table. One of the drunken man’s legs trembled. Jean-
Christophe reached the door. With one trembling hand he pushed the handle, but in 
his terror he let go. It shut to again. Melchior turned to look. The chair on which he 
was balanced toppled over; he fell down with a crash. Jean-Christophe in his terror 
had no strength left for flight. He remained glued to the wall, looking at his father 
stretched there at his feet, and he cried for help. 

His fall sobered Melchior a little. He cursed and swore, and thumped on the chair 
that had played him such a trick. He tried vainly to get up, and then did manage to sit 
up with his back resting against the table, and he recognized his surroundings. He saw 
Jean-Christophe crying; he called him. Jean-Christophe wanted to run away; he could 
not stir. Melchior called him again, and as the child did not come, he swore angrily. 
Jean-Christophe went near him, trembling in every limb. Melchior drew the boy near 
him, and made him sit on his knees. He began by pulling his ears, and in a thick, 
stuttering voice delivered a homily on the respect due from a son to his father. Then 
he went off suddenly on a new train of thought, and made him jump in his arms while 
he rattled off silly jokes. He wriggled with laughter. From that he passed immediately 
to melancholy ideas. He commiserated the boy and himself; he hugged him so that he 
was like to choke, covered him with kisses and tears, and finally rocked him in his 
arms, intoning the De Profundis. Jean-Christophe made no effort to break loose; he 
was frozen with horror. Stifled against his father’s bosom, feeling his breath 
hiccoughing and smelling of wine upon his face, wet with his kisses and repulsive 
tears, he was in an agony of fear and disgust. He would have screamed, but no sound 
would come from his lips. He remained in this horrible condition for an age, as it 
seemed to him, until the door opened, and Louisa came in with a basket of linen on 
her arm. She gave a cry, let the basket fall, rushed at Jean-Christophe, and with a 
violence which seemed incredible in her she wrenched Melchior’s arm, crying: 

“Drunken, drunken wretch!” 
Her eyes flashed with anger. 
Jean-Christophe thought his father was going to kill her. But Melchior was so 

startled by the threatening appearance of his wife that he made no reply, and began to 
weep. He rolled on the floor; he beat his head against the furniture, and said that she 
was right, that he was a drunkard, that he brought misery upon his family, and was 
ruining his poor children, and wished he were dead. Louisa had contemptuously 
turned her back on him. She carried Jean-Christophe into the next room, and caressed 
him and tried to comfort him. The boy went on trembling, and did not answer his 
mother’s questions; then he burst out sobbing. Louisa bathed his face with water. She 
kissed him, and used tender words, and wept with him. In the end they were both 
comforted. She knelt, and made him kneel by her side. They prayed to God to cure 
father of his disgusting habit, and make him the kind, good man that he used to be. 
Louisa put the child to bed. He wanted her to stay by his bedside and hold his hand. 
Louisa spent part of the night sitting on Jean-Christophe’s bed. He was feverish. The 
drunken man snored on the floor. 

Some time after that, one day at school, when Jean-Christophe was spending his 
time watching the flies on the ceiling, and thumping his neighbors, to make them fall 



off the form, the schoolmaster, who had taken a dislike to him, because he was always 
fidgeting and laughing, and would never learn anything, made an unhappy allusion. 
Jean-Christophe had fallen down himself, and the schoolmaster said he seemed to be 
like to follow brilliantly in the footsteps of a certain well-known person. All the boys 
burst out laughing, and some of them took upon themselves to point the allusion with 
comment both lucid and vigorous. Jean-Christophe got up, livid with shame, seized 
his ink-pot, and hurled it with all his strength at the nearest boy whom he saw 
laughing. The schoolmaster fell on him and beat him. He was thrashed, made to kneel, 
and set to do an enormous imposition. 

He went home, pale and storming, though he said never a word. He declared 
frigidly that he would not go to school again. They paid no attention to what he said. 
Next morning, when his mother reminded him that it was time to go, he replied 
quietly that he had said that he was not going any more. In rain Louisa begged and 
screamed and threatened; it was no use. He stayed sitting in his corner, obstinate. 
Melchior thrashed him. He howled, but every time they bade him go after the 
thrashing was over he replied angrily, “No!” They asked him at least to say why. He 
clenched his teeth, and would not. Melchior took hold of him, carried him to school, 
and gave him into the master’s charge. They set him on his form, and he began 
methodically to break everything within reach — his inkstand, his pen. He tore up his 
copy-book and lesson-book, all quite openly, with his eye on the schoolmaster, 
provocative. They shut him up in a dark room. A few moments later the schoolmaster 
found him with his handkerchief tied round his neck, tugging with all his strength at 
the two ends of it. He was trying to strangle himself. 

They had to send him back. 

* * * * * 

Jean-Christophe was impervious to sickness. He had inherited from his father and 
grandfather their robust constitutions. They were not mollycoddles in that family; well 
or ill, they never worried, and nothing could bring about any change in the habits of 
the two Kraffts, father and son. They went out winter and summer, in all weathers, 
and stayed for hours together out in rain or sun, sometimes bareheaded and with their 
coats open, from carelessness or bravado, and walked for miles without being tired, 
and they looked with pity and disdain upon poor Louisa, who never said anything, but 
had to stop. She would go pale, and her legs would swell, and her heart would thump. 
Jean-Christophe was not far from sharing the scorn of his mother; he did not 
understand people being ill. When he fell, or knocked himself, or cut himself, or 
burned himself, he did not cry; but he was angry with the thing that had injured him. 
His father’s brutalities and the roughness of his little playmates, the urchins of the 
street, with whom he used to fight, hardened him. He was not afraid of blows, and 
more than once he returned home with bleeding nose and bruised forehead. One day 
he had to be wrenched away, almost suffocated, from one of these fierce tussles in 
which he had bowled over his adversary, who was savagely banging his head on the 
ground. That seemed natural enough to him, for he was prepared to do unto others as 
they did unto himself. 

And yet he was afraid of all sorts of things, and although no one knew it — for he 
was very proud — nothing brought him go much suffering during a part of his 
childhood as these same terrors. For two or three years especially they gnawed at him 
like a disease. 



He was afraid of the mysterious something that lurks in darkness — evil powers 
that seemed to lie in wait for his life, the roaring of monsters which fearfully haunt the 
mind of every child and appear in everything that he sees, the relic perhaps of a form 
long dead, hallucinations of the first days after emerging from chaos, from the fearful 
slumber in his mother’s womb, from the awakening of the larva from the depths of 
matter. 

He was afraid of the garret door. It opened on to the stairs, and was almost always 
ajar. When he had to pass it he felt his heart heating; he would spring forward and 
jump by it without looking. It seemed to him that there was some one or something 
behind it. When it was closed he heard distinctly something moving behind it. That 
was not surprising, for there were large rats; but he imagined a monster, with rattling 
bones, and flesh hanging in rags, a horse’s head, horrible and terrifying eyes, 
shapeless. He did not want to think of it, but did so in spite of himself. With trembling 
hand he would make sure that the door was locked; but that did not keep him from 
turning round ten times as he went downstairs. 

He was afraid of the night outside. Sometimes he used to stay late with his 
grandfather, or was sent out in the evening on some errand. Old Krafft lived a little 
outside the town in the last house on the Cologne road. Between the house and the 
first lighted windows of the town there was a distance of two or three hundred yards, 
which seemed three times as long to Jean-Christophe. There were places where the 
road twisted and it was impossible to see anything. The country was deserted in the 
evening, the earth grew black, and the sky was awfully pale. When he came out from 
the hedges that lined the road, and climbed up the slope, he could still see a yellowish 
gleam on the horizon, but it gave no light, and was more oppressive than the night; it 
made the darkness only darker; it was a deathly light. The clouds came down almost 
to earth. The hedges grew enormous and moved. The gaunt trees were like grotesque 
old men. The sides of the wood were stark white. The darkness moved. There were 
dwarfs sitting in the ditches, lights in the grass, fearful flying things in the air, shrill 
cries of insects coming from nowhere. Jean-Christophe was always in anguish, 
expecting some fearsome or strange putting forth of Nature. He would run, with his 
heart leaping in his bosom. 

When he saw the light in his grandfather’s room he would gain confidence. But 
worst of all was when old Krafft was not at home. That was most terrifying. The old 
house, lost in the country, frightened the boy even in daylight. He forgot his fears 
when his grandfather was there, but sometimes the old man would leave him alone, 
and go out without warning him. Jean-Christophe did not mind that. The room was 
quiet. Everything in it was familiar and kindly. There was a great white wooden 
bedstead, by the bedside was a great Bible on a shelf, artificial flowers were on the 
mantelpiece, with photographs of the old man’s two wives and eleven children — and 
at the bottom of each photograph he had written the date of birth and death — on the 
walls were framed texts and vile chromolithographs of Mozart and Beethoven. A little 
piano stood in one corner, a great violoncello in another; rows of books higgledy-
piggledy, pipes, and in the window pots of geraniums. It was like being surrounded 
with friends. The old man could be heard moving about in the next room, and planing 
or hammering, and talking to himself, calling himself an idiot, or singing in a loud 
voice, improvising a potpourri of scraps of chants and sentimental Lieder, warlike 
marches, and drinking songs. Here was shelter and refuge. Jean-Christophe would sit 
in the great armchair by the window, with a book on his knees, bending over the 
pictures and losing himself in them. The day would die down, his eyes would grow 
weary, and then he would look no more, and fall into vague dreaming. The wheels of 



a cart would rumble by along the road, a cow would moo in the fields; the bells of the 
town, weary and sleepy, would ring the evening Angelus. Vague desires, happy 
presentiments, would awake in the heart of the dreaming child. 

Suddenly Jean-Christophe would awake, filled with dull uneasiness. He would 
raise his eyes — night! He would listen — silence! His grandfather had just gone out. 
He shuddered. He leaned out of the window to try to see him. The road was deserted; 
things began to take on a threatening aspect. Oh God! If that should be coming! 
What? He could not tell. The fearful thing. The doors were not properly shut. The 
wooden stairs creaked as under a footstep. The boy leaped up, dragged the armchair, 
the two chairs and the table, to the most remote corner of the room; he made a barrier 
of them; the armchair against the wall, a chair to the right, a chair to the left, and the 
table in front of him. In the middle he planted a pair of steps, and, perched on top with 
his book and other books, like provisions against a siege, he breathed again, having 
decided in his childish imagination that the enemy could not pass the barrier — that 
was not to be allowed. 

But the enemy would creep forth, even from his book. Among the old books which 
the old man had picked up were some with pictures which made a profound 
impression on the child: they attracted and yet terrified him. There were fantastic 
visions — temptations of St. Anthony — in which skeletons of birds hung in bottles, 
and thousands of eggs writhe like worms in disemboweled frogs, and heads walk on 
feet, and asses play trumpets, and household utensils and corpses of animals walk 
gravely, wrapped in great cloths, bowing like old ladies. Jean-Christophe was 
horrified by them, but always returned to them, drawn on by disgust. He would look 
at them for a long time, and every now and then look furtively about him to see what 
was stirring in the folds of the curtains. A picture of a flayed man in an anatomy book 
was still more horrible to him. He trembled as he turned the page when he came to the 
place where it was in the book. This shapeless medley was grimly etched for him. The 
creative power inherent in every child’s mind filled out the meagerness of the setting 
of them. He saw no difference between the daubs and the reality. At night they had an 
even more powerful influence over his dreams than the living things that he saw 
during the day. 

He was afraid to sleep. For several years nightmares poisoned his rest. He 
wandered in cellars, and through the manhole saw the grinning flayed man entering. 
He was alone in a room, and he heard a stealthy footstep in the corridor; he hurled 
himself against the door to close it, and was just in time to hold the handle; but it was 
turned from the outside; he could not turn the key, his strength left him, and he cried 
for help. He was with his family, and suddenly their faces changed; they did crazy 
things. He was reading quietly, and he felt that an invisible being was all round him. 
He tried to fly, but felt himself bound. He tried to cry out, but he was gagged. A 
loathsome grip was about his neck. He awoke, suffocating, and with his teeth 
chattering; and he went on trembling long after he was awake; he could not be rid of 
his agony. 

The roam in which he slept was a hole without door or windows; an old curtain 
hung up by a curtain-rod over the entrance was all that separated it from the room of 
his father and mother. The thick air stifled him. His brother, who slept in the same 
bed, used to kick him. His head burned, and he was a prey to a sort of hallucination in 
which all the little troubles of the day reappeared infinitely magnified. In this state of 
nervous tension, bordering on delirium, the least shock was an agony to him. The 
creaking of a plank terrified him. His father’s breathing took on fantastic proportions. 
It seemed to be no longer a human breathing, and the monstrous sound was horrible to 



him; it seemed to him that there must be a beast sleeping there. The night crushed 
him; it would never end; it must always be so; he was lying there for months and 
months. He gasped for breath; he half raised himself on his bed, sat up, dried his 
sweating face with his shirt-sleeve. Sometimes he nudged his brother Rodolphe to 
wake him up; but Rodolphe moaned, drew away from him the rest of the bedclothes, 
and went on sleeping. 

So he stayed in feverish agony until a pale beam of light appeared on the floor 
below the curtain. This timorous paleness of the distant dawn suddenly brought him 
peace. He felt the light gliding into the room, when it was still impossible to 
distinguish it from darkness. Then his fever would die down, his blood would grow 
calm, like a flooded river returning to its bed; an even warmth would flow through all 
his body, and his eyes, burning from sleeplessness, would close in spite of himself. 

In the evening it was terrible to him to see the approach of the hour of sleep. He 
vowed that he would not give way to it, to watch the whole night through, fearing his 
nightmares, But in the end weariness always overcame him, and it was always when 
he was least on his guard that the monsters returned. 

Fearful night! So sweet to most children, so terrible to some!… He was afraid to 
sleep. He was afraid of not sleeping. Waking or sleeping, he was surrounded by 
monstrous shapes, the phantoms of his own brain, the larvæ floating in the half-day 
and twilight of childhood, as in the dark chiaroscuro of sickness. 

But these fancied terrors were soon to be blotted out in the great Fear — that which 
is in the hearts of all men; that Fear which Wisdom does in vain preen itself on 
forgetting or denying — Death. 

* * * * * 

One day when he was rummaging in a cupboard, he came upon several things that he 
did not know — a child’s frock and a striped bonnet. He took them in triumph to his 
mother, who, instead of smiling at him, looked vexed, and bade him, take them back 
to the place where he had found them. When he hesitated to obey, and asked her why, 
she snatched them from him without reply, and put them on a shelf where he could 
not reach them. Roused to curiosity, he plied her with questions. At last she told him 
that there had been a little brother who had died before Jean-Christophe came into the 
world. He was taken aback — he had never heard tell of him. He was silent for a 
moment, and then tried to find out more. His mother seemed to be lost in thought; but 
she told him that the little brother was called Jean-Christophe like himself, but was 
more sensible. He put more questions to her, but she would not reply readily. She told 
him only that his brother was in Heaven, and was praying for them all. Jean-
Christophe could get no more out of her; she bade him be quiet, and to let her go on 
with her work. She seemed to be absorbed in her sewing; she looked anxious, and did 
not raise her eyes. But after some time she looked at him where he was in the corner, 
whither he had retired to sulk, began to smile, and told him to go and play outside. 

These scraps of conversation profoundly agitated Jean-Christophe. There had been 
a child, a little boy, belonging to his mother, like himself, bearing the same name, 
almost exactly the same, and he was dead! Dead! He did not exactly know what that 
was, but it was something terrible. And they never talked of this other Jean-
Christophe; he was quite forgotten. It would be the same with him if he were to die? 
This thought was with him still in the evening at table with his family, when he saw 
them all laughing and talking of trifles. So, then, it was possible that they would be 
gay after he was dead! Oh! he never would have believed that his mother could be 



selfish enough to laugh after the death of her little boy! He hated them all. He wanted 
to weep for himself, for his own death, in advance. At the same time he wanted to ask 
a whole heap of questions, but he dared not; he remembered the voice in which his 
mother had bid him be quiet. At last he could contain himself no longer, and one night 
when he had gone to bed, and Louisa came to kiss him, he asked: 

“Mother, did he sleep in my bed?” 
The poor woman trembled, and, trying to take on an indifferent tone of voice, she 

asked: 
“Who?” 
“The little boy who is dead,” said Jean-Christophe in a whisper. 
His mother clutched him with her hands. 
“Be quiet — quiet,” she said. 
Her voice trembled. Jean-Christophe, whose head was leaning against her bosom, 

heard her heart beating. There was a moment of silence, then she said: 
“You must never talk of that, my dear…. Go to sleep…. No, it was not his bed.” 
She kissed him. He thought he felt her cheek wet against his. He wished he could 

have been sure of it. He was a little comforted. There was grief in her then! Then he 
doubted it again the next moment, when he heard her in the next room talking in a 
quiet, ordinary voice. Which was true — that or what had just been? He turned about 
for long in his bed without finding any answer. He wanted his mother to suffer; not 
that he also did not suffer in the knowledge that she was sad, but it would have done 
him so much good, in spite of everything! He would have felt himself less alone. He 
slept, and next day thought no more of it. 

Some weeks afterwards one of the urchins with whom he played in the street did 
not come at the usual time. One of them said that he was ill, and they got used to not 
seeing him in their games. It was explained, it was quite simple. One evening Jean-
Christophe had gone to bed; it was early, and from the recess in which his bed was, he 
saw the light in the room. There was a knock at the door. A neighbor had come to 
have a chat. He listened absently, telling himself stories as usual. The words of their 
talk did not reach him. Suddenly he heard the neighbor say: “He is dead.” His blood 
stopped, for he had understood who was dead. He listened and held his breath. His 
parents cried out. Melchior’s booming voice said: 

“Jean-Christophe, do you hear? Poor Fritz is dead.” 
Jean-Christophe made an effort, and replied quietly: 
“Yes, papa.” 
His bosom was drawn tight as in a vise. 
Melchior went on: 
“‘Yes, papa.’ Is that all you say? You are not grieved by it.” 
Louisa, who understood the child, said: 
“‘Ssh! Let him sleep!” 
And they talked in whispers. But Jean-Christophe, pricking his ears, gathered all 

the details of illness — typhoid fever, cold baths, delirium, the parents’ grief. He 
could not breathe, a lump in his throat choked him. He shuddered. All these horrible 
things took shape in his mind. Above all, he gleaned that the disease was contagious 
— that is, that he also might die in the same way — and terror froze him, for he 
remembered that he had shaken hands with Fritz the last time he had seen him, and 
that very day had gone past the house. But he made no sound, so as to avoid having to 
talk, and when his father, after the neighbor had gone, asked him: “Jean-Christophe, 
are you asleep?” he did not reply. He heard Melchior saying to Louisa: 

“The boy has no heart.” 



Louisa did not reply, but a moment later she came and gently raised the curtain and 
looked at the little bed. Jean-Christophe only just had time to close his eyes and 
imitate the regular breathing which his brothers made when they were asleep. Louisa 
went away on tip-toe. And yet how he wanted to keep her! How he wanted to tell her 
that he was afraid, and to ask her to save him, or at least to comfort him! But he was 
afraid of their laughing at him, and treating him as a coward; and besides, he knew 
only too well that nothing that they might say would be any good. And for hours he 
lay there in agony, thinking that he felt the disease creeping over him, and pains in his 
head, a stricture of the heart, and thinking in terror: “It is the end. I am ill. I am going 
to die. I am going to die!”… Once he sat up in his bed and called to his mother in a 
low voice; but they were asleep, and he dared not wake them. 

From that time on his childhood was poisoned by the idea of death. His nerves 
delivered him up to all sorts of little baseless sicknesses, to depression, to sudden 
transports, and fits of choking. His imagination ran riot with these troubles, and 
thought it saw in all of them the murderous beast which was to rob him of his life. 
How many times he suffered agonies, with his mother sitting only a few yards away 
from him, and she guessing nothing! For in his cowardice he was brave enough to 
conceal all his terror in a strange jumble of feeling — pride in not turning to others, 
shame of being afraid, and the scrupulousness of a tenderness which forbade him to 
trouble his mother. But he never ceased to think: “This time I am ill. I am seriously ill. 
It is diphtheria….” He had chanced on the word “diphtheria.”… “Dear God! not this 
time!…” 

He had religious ideas: he loved to believe what his mother had told, him, that after 
death the soul ascended to the Lord, and if it were pious entered into the garden of 
paradise. But the idea of this journey rather frightened than attracted him. He was not 
at all envious of the children whom God, as a recompense, according to his mother, 
took in their sleep and called to Him without having made them suffer. He trembled, 
as he went to sleep, for fear that God should indulge this whimsy at his expense. It 
must be terrible to be taken suddenly from the warmth of one’s bed and dragged 
through the void into the presence of God. He imagined God as an enormous sun, 
with a voice of thunder. How it must hurt! It must barn the eyes, ears — all one’s 
soul! Then, God could punish — you never know…. And besides, that did not prevent 
all the other horrors which he did not know very well, though he could guess them 
from what he had heard — your body in a box, all alone at the bottom of a hole, lost 
in the crowd of those revolting cemeteries to which he was taken to pray…. God! 
God! How sad! how sad!… 

And yet it was not exactly joyous to live, and be hungry, and see your father drunk, 
and to be beaten, to suffer in so many ways from the wickedness of other children, 
from the insulting pity of grown-up persons, and to be understood by no one, not even 
by your mother. Everybody humiliates you, no one loves you. You are alone — alone, 
and matter so little! Yes; but it was just this that made him want to live. He felt in 
himself a surging power of wrath. A strange thing, that power! It could do nothing 
yet; it was as though it were afar off and gagged, swaddled, paralyzed; he had no idea 
what it wanted, what, later on, it would be. But it was in him; he was sure of it; he felt 
it stirring and crying out. To-morrow — to-morrow, what a voyage he would take! He 
had a savage desire to live, to punish the wicked, to do great things. “Oh! but how I 
will live when I am …” he pondered a little— “when I am eighteen!” Sometimes he 
put it at twenty-one; that was the extreme limit. He thought that was enough for the 
domination of the world. He thought of the heroes dearest to him — of Napoleon, and 
of that other more remote hero, whom he preferred, Alexander the Great. Surely he 



would be like them if only he lived for another twelve — ten years. He never thought 
of pitying those who died at thirty. They were old; they had lived their lives; it was 
their fault if they hat failed. But to die now … despair! Too terrible to pass while yet a 
little child, and forever to be in the minds of men a little boy whom everybody thinks 
he has the right to scold! He wept with rage at the thought, as though he were already 
dead. 

This agony of death tortured his childish years — corrected only by disgust with 
all life and the sadness of his own. 

* * * * * 

It was in the midst of these gloomy shadows, in the stifling night that every moment 
seemed to intensify about him, that there began to shine, like a star lost in the dark 
abysm of space, the light which was to illuminate his life: divine music…. 

His grandfather gave the children an old piano, which one of his clients, anxious to 
be rid of it, had asked him to take. His patient ingenuity had almost put it in order. 
The present had not been very well received. Louisa thought her room already too 
small, without filling it up any more; and Melchior said that Jean Michel had not 
ruined himself over it: just firewood. Only Jean-Christophe was glad of it without 
exactly knowing why. It seemed to him a magic box, full of marvelous stories, just 
like the ones in the fairy-book — a volume of the “Thousand and One Nights” — 
which his grandfather read to him sometimes to their mutual delight. He had heard his 
father try the piano on the day of its arrival, and draw from it a little rain of arpeggios 
like the drops that a puff of wind shakes from the wet branches of a tree after a 
shower. He clapped his hands, and cried “Encore!” but Melchior scornfully closed the 
piano, saying that it was worthless. Jean-Christophe did not insist, but after that he 
was always hovering about the instrument. As soon as no one was near he would raise 
the lid, and softly press down a key, just as if he were moving with his finger the 
living shell of some great insect; he wanted to push out the creature that was locked 
up in it. Sometimes in his haste he would strike too hard, and then his mother would 
cry out, “Will you not be quiet? Don’t go touching everything!” or else he would 
pinch himself cruelly in closing the piano, and make piteous faces as he sucked his 
bruised fingers…. 

Now his greatest joy is when his mother is gone out for a day’s service, or to pay 
some visit in the town. He listens as she goes down the stairs, and into the street, and 
away. He is alone. He opens the piano, and brings up a chair, and perches on it. His 
shoulders just about reach the keyboard; it is enough for what he wants. Why does he 
wait until he is alone? No one would prevent his playing so long as he did not make 
too much noise. But he is ashamed before the others, and dare not. And then they talk 
and move about: that spoils his pleasure. It is so much more beautiful when he is 
alone! Jean-Christophe holds his breath so that the silence may be even greater, and 
also because he is a little excited, as though he were going to let off a gun. His heart 
beats as he lays his finger on the key; sometimes he lifts his finger after he has the key 
half pressed down, and lays it on another. Does he know what will come out of it, 
more than what will come out of the other? Suddenly a sound issues from it; there are 
deep sounds and high sounds, some tinkling, some roaring. The child listens to them 
one by one as they die away and finally cease to be; they hover in the air like bells 
heard far off, coming near in the wind, and then going away again; then when you 
listen you hear in the distance other voices, different, joining in and droning like 
flying insects; they seem to call to you, to draw you away farther — farther and 



farther into the mysterious regions, where they dive down and are lost…. They are 
gone!… No; still they murmur…. A little beating of wings…. How strange it all is! 
They are like spirits. How is it that they are so obedient? how is it that they are held 
captive in this old box? But best of all is when you lay two fingers on two keys at 
once. Then you never know exactly what will happen. Sometimes the two spirits are 
hostile; they are angry with each other, and fight; and hate each other, and buzz 
testily. Then voices are raised; they cry out, angrily, now sorrowfully. Jean-
Christophe adores that; it is as though there were monsters chained up, biting at their 
fetters, beating against the bars of their prison; they are like to break them, and burst 
out like the monsters in the fairy-book — the genii imprisoned in the Arab bottles 
under the seal of Solomon. Others flatter you; they try to cajole you, but you feel that 
they only want to bite, that they are hot and fevered. Jean-Christophe does not know 
what they want, but they lure him and disturb him; they make him almost blush. And 
sometimes there are notes that love each other; sounds embrace, as people do with 
their arms when they kiss: they are gracious and sweet. These are the good spirits; 
their faces are smiling, and there are no lines in them; they love little Jean-Christophe, 
and little Jean-Christophe loves them. Tears come to his eyes as he hears them, and he 
is never weary of calling them up. They are his friends, his dear, tender friends…. 

So the child journeys through the forest of sounds, and round him he is conscious 
of thousands of forces lying in wait for him, and calling to him to caress or devour 
him…. 

One day Melchior came upon him thus. He made him jump with fear at the sound 
of his great voice. Jean-Christophe, thinking he was doing wrong, quickly put his 
hands up to his ears to ward off the blows he feared. But Melchior did not scold him, 
strange to say; he was in a good temper, and laughed. 

“You like that, boy?” he asked, patting his head kindly. “Would you like me to 
teach you to play it?” 

Would he like!… Delighted, he murmured: “Yes.” The two of them sat down at 
the piano, Jean-Christophe perched this time on a pile of big books, and very 
attentively he took his first lesson. He learned first of all that the buzzing spirits have 
strange names, like Chinese names, of one syllable, or even of one letter. He was 
astonished; he imagined them to be different from that: beautiful, caressing names, 
like the princesses in the fairy stories. He did not like the familiarity with which his 
father talked of them. Again, when Melchior evoked them they were not the same; 
they seemed to become indifferent as they rolled out from under his fingers. But Jean-
Christophe was glad to learn about the relationships between them, their hierarchy, 
the scales, which were like a King commanding an army, or like a band of negroes 
marching in single file. He was surprised to see that each soldier, or each negro, could 
become a monarch in his turn, or the head of a similar band, and that it was possible 
to summon whole battalions from one end to the other of the keyboard. It amused him 
to hold the thread which made them march. But it was a small thing compared with 
what he had seen at first; his enchanted forest was lost. However, he set himself to 
learn, for it was not tiresome, and he was surprised at his father’s patience. Melchior 
did not weary of it either; he made him begin the same thing over again ten times. 
Jean-Christophe did not understand why he should take so much trouble; his father 
loved him, then? That was good! The boy worked away; his heart was filled with 
gratitude. 

He would have been less docile had he known what thoughts were springing into 
being in his father’s head. 



* * * * * 

From that day on Melchior took him to the house of a neighbor, where three times a 
week there was chamber music. Melchior played first violin, Jean Michel the 
violoncello. The other two were a bank-clerk and the old watchmaker of the 
Schillerstrasse. Every now and then the chemist joined them with his flute. They 
began at five, and went on till nine. Between each piece they drank beer. Neighbors 
used to come in and out, and listen without a word, leaning against the wall, and 
nodding their heads, and beating time with their feet, and filling the room with clouds 
of tobacco-smoke. Page followed page, piece followed piece, but the patience of the 
musicians was never exhausted. They did not speak; they were all attention; their 
brows were knit, and from time to time they grunted with pleasure, but for the rest 
they were perfectly incapable not only of expressing, but even of feeling, the beauty 
of what they played. They played neither very accurately nor in good time, but they 
never went off the rails, and followed faithfully the marked changes of tone. They had 
that musical facility which is easily satisfied, that mediocre perfection which, is so 
plentiful in the race which is said to be the most musical in the world. They had also 
that great appetite which does not stickle for the quality of its food, so only there be 
quantity — that healthy appetite to which all music is good, and the more substantial 
the better — it sees no difference between Brahms and Beethoven, or between the 
works of the same master, between an empty concerto and a moving sonata, because 
they are fashioned of the same stuff. 

Jean-Christophe sat apart in a corner, which was his own, behind the piano. No one 
could disturb him there, for to reach it he had to go on all fours. It was half dark there, 
and the boy had just room to lie on the floor if he huddled up. The smoke of the 
tobacco filled his eyes and throat: dust, too; there were large flakes of it like 
sheepskin, but he did not mind that, and listened gravely, squatting there Turkish 
fashion, and widening the holes in the cloth of the piano with his dirty little fingers. 
He did not like everything that they played; but nothing that they played bored him, 
and he never tried to formulate his opinions, for he thought himself too small to know 
anything. Only some music sent him to sleep, some woke him up; it was never 
disagreeable to him. Without his knowing it, it was nearly always good music that 
excited him. Sure of not being seen, he made faces, he wrinkled his nose, ground his 
teeth, or stuck out his tongue; his eyes flashed with anger or drooped languidly; he 
moved his arms and legs with a defiant and valiant air; he wanted to march, to lunge 
out, to pulverize the world. He fidgeted so much that in the end a head would peer 
over the piano, and say: “Hullo, boy, are you mad? Leave the piano…. Take your 
hand away, or I’ll pull your ears!” And that made him crestfallen and angry. Why did 
they want to spoil his pleasure? He was not doing any harm. Must he always be 
tormented! His father chimed in. They chid him for making a noise, and said that he 
did not like music. And in the end he believed it. These honest citizens grinding out 
concertos would have been astonished if they had been told that the only person in the 
company who really felt the music was the little boy. 

If they wanted him to keep quiet, why did they play airs which make you march? 
In those pages were rearing horses, swords, war-cries, the pride of triumph; and they 
wanted him, like them, to do no more than wag his head and beat time with his feet! 
They had only to play placid dreams or some of those chattering pages which talk so 
much and say nothing. There are plenty of them, for example, like that piece of 
Goldmark’s, of which the old watchmaker had just said with a delighted smile: “It is 
pretty. There is no harshness in it. All the corners are rounded off….” The boy was 



very quiet then. He became drowsy. He did not know what they were playing hardly 
heard it; but he was happy; his limbs were numbed, and he was dreaming. 

His dreams were not a consecutive story; they had neither head nor tail. It was 
rarely that he saw a definite picture; his mother making a cake, and with a knife 
removing the paste that clung to her fingers; a water-rat that he had seen the night 
before swimming in the river; a whip that he wanted to make with a willow wand…. 
Heaven knows why these things should have cropped up in his memory at such a 
time! But most often he saw nothing at all, and yet he felt things innumerable and 
infinite. It was as though there were a number of very important things not to be 
spoken of, or not worth speaking of, because they were so well known, and because 
they had always been so. Some of them were sad, terribly sad; but there was nothing 
painful in them, as there is in the things that belong to real life; they were not ugly and 
debasing, like the blows that Jean-Christophe had from his father, or like the things 
that were in his head when, sick at heart with shame, he thought of some humiliation; 
they filled the mind with a melancholy calm. And some were bright and shining, 
shedding torrents of joy. And Jean-Christophe thought: “Yes, it is thus — thus that I 
will do by-and-by.” He did not know exactly what thus was, nor why he said it, but he 
felt that he had to say it, and that it was clear as day. He heard the sound of a sea, and 
he was quite near to it, kept from it only by a wall of dunes. Jean-Christophe had no 
idea what sea it was, or what it wanted with him, but he was conscious that it would 
rise above the barrier of dunes. And then!… Then all would be well, and he would be 
quite happy. Nothing to do but to hear it, then, quite near, to sink to sleep to the sound 
of its great voice, soothing away all his little griefs and humiliations. They were sad 
still, but no longer shameful nor injurious; everything seemed natural and almost 
sweet. 

Very often it was mediocre music that produced this intoxication in him. The 
writers of it were poor devils, with no thought in their heads but the gaining of money, 
or the hiding away of the emptiness of their lives by tagging notes together according 
to accepted formulæ — or to be original, in defiance of formulæ. But in the notes of 
music, even when handled by an idiot, there is such a power of life that they can let 
loose storms in a simple soul. Perhaps even the dreams suggested by the idiots are 
more mysterious and more free than those breathed by an imperious thought which 
drags you along by force; for aimless movement and empty chatter do not disturb the 
mind in its own pondering…. 

So, forgotten and forgetting, the child stayed in his corner behind the piano, until 
suddenly he felt ants climbing up his legs. And he remembered then that he was a 
little boy wife dirty nails, and that he was rubbing his nose against a white-washed 
wall, and holding his feet in his hands. 

On the day when Melchior, stealing on tiptoe, had surprised the boy at the 
keyboard that was too high for him, he had stayed to watch him for a moment, and 
suddenly there had flashed upon him: “A little prodigy!… Why had he not thought of 
it?… What luck for the family!…” No doubt he had thought that the boy would be a 
little peasant like his mother. “It would cost nothing to try. What a great thing it 
would be! He would take him all over Germany, perhaps abroad. It would be a jolly 
life, and noble to boot.” Melchior never failed to look for the nobility hidden in all he 
did, for it was not often that he failed to find it, after some reflection. 

Strong in this assurance, immediately after supper, as soon as he had taken his last 
mouthful, he dumped the child once more in front of the piano, and made him go 
through the day’s lesson until his eyes closed in weariness. Then three times the next 
day. Then the day after that. Then every day. Jean-Christophe soon tired of it; then he 



was sick to death of it; finally he could stand it no more, and tried to revolt against it. 
There was no point in what he was made to do: nothing but learning to run as fast as 
possible over the keys, by loosening the thumb, or exercising the fourth finger, which 
would cling awkwardly to the two next to it. It got on his nerves; there was nothing 
beautiful in it. There was an end of the magic sounds, and fascinating monsters, and 
the universe of dreams felt in one moment…. Nothing but scales and exercises — dry, 
monotonous, dull — duller than the conversation at meal-time, which was always the 
same — always about the dishes, and always the same dishes. At first the child 
listened absently to what his father said. When he was severely reprimanded he went 
on with a bad grace. He paid no attention to abuse; he met it with bad temper. The last 
straw was when one evening he heard Melchior unfold his plans in the next room. So 
it was in order to put him on show like a trick animal that he was so badgered and 
forced every day to move bits of ivory! He was not even given time to go and see his 
beloved river. What was it made them so set against him? He was angry, hurt in his 
pride, robbed of his liberty. He decided that he would play no more, or as badly as 
possible, and would discourage his father. It would be hard, but at all costs he must 
keep his independence. 

The very next lesson he began to put his plan into execution. He set himself 
conscientiously to hit the notes awry, or to bungle every touch. Melchior cried out, 
then roared, and blows began to rain. He had a heavy ruler. At every false note he 
struck the boy’s fingers, and at the same time shouted in his ears, so that he was like 
to deafen him. Jean-Christophe’s face twitched tinder the pain of it; he bit his lips to 
keep himself from crying, and stoically went on hitting the notes all wrong, bobbing 
his head down whenever he felt a blow coming. But his system was not good, and it 
was not long before he began to see that it was so. Melchior was as obstinate as his 
son, and he swore that even if they were to stay there two days and two nights he 
would not let him off a single note until it had been properly played. Then Jean-
Christophe tried too deliberately to play wrongly, and Melchior began to suspect the 
trick, as he saw that the boy’s hand fell heavily to one side at every note with obvious 
intent. The blows became more frequent; Jean-Christophe was no longer conscious of 
his fingers. He wept pitifully and silently, sniffing, and swallowing down his sobs and 
tears. He understood that he had nothing to gain by going on like that, and that he 
would have to resort to desperate measures. He stopped, and, trembling at the thought 
of the storm which was about to let loose, he said valiantly: 

“Papa, I won’t play any more.” 
Melchior choked. 
“What! What!…” he cried. 
He took and almost broke the boy’s arm with shaking it. Jean-Christophe, 

trembling more and more, and raising his elbow to ward off the blows, said again: 
“I won’t play any more. First, because I don’t like being beaten. And then….” 
He could not finish. A terrific blow knocked the wind out of him, and Melchior 

roared: 
“Ah! you don’t like being beaten? You don’t like it?…” 
Blows rained. Jean-Christophe bawled through his sobs: 
“And then … I don’t like music!… I don’t like music!…” 
He slipped down from his chair. Melchior roughly put him back, and knocked his 

knuckles against the keyboard. He cried: 
“You shall play!” 
And Jean-Christophe shouted: 
“No! No! I won’t play!” 



Melchior had to surrender. He thrashed the boy, thrust him from the room, and said 
that he should have nothing to eat all day, or the whole month, until he had played all 
his exercises without a mistake. He kicked him out and slammed the door after him, 

Jean-Christophe found himself on the stairs, the dark and dirty stairs, worm-eaten. 
A draught came through a broken pane in the skylight, and the walls were dripping. 
Jean-Christophe sat on one of the greasy steps; his heart was beating wildly with 
anger and emotion. In a low voice he cursed his father: 

“Beast! That’s what you are! A beast … a gross creature … a brute! Yes, a 
brute!… and I hate you, I hate you!… Oh, I wish you were dead! I wish you were 
dead!” 

His bosom swelled. He looked desperately at the sticky staircase and the spider’s 
web swinging in the wind above the broken pane. He felt alone, lost in his misery. He 
looked at the gap in the banisters…. What if he were to throw himself down?… or out 
of the window?… Yes, what if he were to kill himself to punish them? How 
remorseful they would be! He heard the noise of his fall from the stairs. The door 
upstairs opened suddenly. Agonized voices cried: “He has fallen! — He has fallen!” 
Footsteps clattered downstairs. His father and mother threw themselves weeping upon 
his body. His mother sobbed: “It is your fault! You have killed him!” His father 
waved his arms, threw himself on his knees, beat his head against the banisters, and 
cried: “What a wretch am I! What a wretch am I!” The sight of all this softened his 
misery. He was on the point of taking pity on their grief; but then he thought that it 
was well for them, Had he enjoyed his revenge…. 

When his story was ended, he found himself once more at the top of the stairs in 
the dark; he looked down once more, and his desire to throw himself down was gone. 
He even, shuddered a little, and moved away from the edge, thinking that he might 
fall. Then he felt that he was a prisoner, like a poor bird in a cage — a prisoner 
forever, with nothing to do but to break his head and hurt himself. He wept, wept, and 
he robbed his eyes with his dirty little hands, so that in a moment he was filthy. As he 
wept he never left off looking at the things about him, and he found some distraction 
in that. He stopped moaning for a moment to look at the spider which, had just begun 
to move. Then he began with less conviction. He listened to the sound of his own 
weeping, and went on, mechanically with his sobbing, without much knowing why he 
did so. Soon he got up; he was attracted by the window. He sat on the window-sill, 
retiring into the background, and watched the spider furtively. It interested while it 
revolted him. 

Below the Rhine flowed, washing the walls of the house. In the staircase window it 
was like being suspended over the river in a moving sky. Jean-Christophe never 
limped down the stairs without taking a long look at it, but he had never yet seen it as 
it was to-day. Grief sharpens the senses; it is as though everything were more sharply 
graven on the vision after tears have washed away the dim traces of memory. The 
river was like a living thing to the child — a creature inexplicable, but how much 
more powerful than all the creatures that he knew! Jean-Christophe leaned forward to 
see it better; he pressed his mouth and flattened his nose against the pane. Where was 
it going? What did it want? It looked free, and sure of its road…. Nothing could stop 
it. At all hours of the day or night, rain or sun, whether there were joy or sorrow in the 
house, it went on going by, and it was as though nothing mattered to it, as though it 
never knew sorrow, and rejoiced in its strength. What joy to be like it, to run through 
the fields, and by willow-branches, and over little shining pebbles and crisping sand, 
and to care for nothing, to be cramped by nothing, to be free!… 



The boy looked and listened greedily; it was as though he were borne along by the 
river, moving by with it…. When he closed his eyes he saw color — blue, green, 
yellow, red, and great chasing shadows and sunbeams…. What he sees takes shape. 
Now it is a large plain, reeds, corn waving under a breeze scented with new grass and 
mint. Flowers on every side — cornflowers, poppies, violets. How lovely it is! How 
sweet the air! How good it is to lie down in the thick, soft grass!… Jean-Christophe 
feels glad and a little bewildered, as he does when on feast-days his father pours into 
his glass a little Rhine wine…. The river goes by…. The country is changed…. Now 
there are trees leaning over the water; their delicate leaves, like little hands, dip, 
move, and turn about in the water. A village among the trees is mirrored in the river. 
There are cypress-trees, and the crosses of the cemetery showing above the white wall 
washed by the stream. Then there are rocks, a mountain gorge, vines on the slopes, a 
little pine-wood, and ruined castles…. And once more the plain, corn, birds, and the 
sun…. 

The great green mass of the river goes by smoothly, like a single thought; there are 
no waves, almost no ripples — smooth, oily patches. Jean-Christophe does not see it; 
he has closed his eyes to hear it better. The ceaseless roaring fills him, makes him 
giddy; he is exalted by this eternal, masterful dream which goes no man knows 
whither. Over the turmoil of its depths rush waters, in swift rhythm, eagerly, ardently. 
And from the rhythm ascends music, like a vine climbing a trellis — arpeggios from 
silver keys, sorrowful violins, velvety and smooth-sounding flutes…. The country has 
disappeared. The river has disappeared. There floats by only a strange, soft, and 
twilight atmosphere. Jean-Christophe’s heart flutters with emotion. What does he see 
now? Oh! Charming faces!… A little girl with brown tresses calls to him, slowly, 
softly, and mockingly…. A pale boy’s face looks at him with melancholy blue 
eyes…. Others smile; other eyes look at him — curious and provoking eyes, and their 
glances make him blush — eyes affectionate and mournful, like the eyes of a dog — 
eyes imperious, eyes suffering…. And the pale face of a woman, with black hair, and 
lips close pressed, and eyes so large that they obscure her other features, and they 
gaze upon Jean-Christophe with an ardor that hurts him…. And, dearest of all, that 
face which smiles upon him with clear gray eyes and lips a little open, showing 
gleaming white teeth…. Ah! how kind and tender is that smile! All his heart is 
tenderness from it! How good it is to love! Again! Smile upon me again! Do not 
go!… Alas! it is gone!… But it leaves in his heart sweetness ineffable. Evil, sorrow, 
are no more; nothing is left…. Nothing, only an airy dream, like serene music, 
floating down a sunbeam, like the gossamers on fine summer days…. What has 
happened? What are these visions that fill the child with sadness and sweet sorrow? 
Never had he seen them before, and yet he knew them and recognized them. Whence 
come they? From what obscure abysm of creation? Are they what has been … or 
what will be?… 

Now all is done, every haunting form is gone. Once more through a misty veil, as 
though he were soaring high above it, the river in flood appears, covering the fields, 
and rolling by, majestic, slow, almost still. And far, far away, like a steely light upon 
the horizon, a watery plain, a line of trembling waves — the sea. The river runs down 
to it. The sea seems to run up to the river. She fires him. He desires her. He must lose 
himself in her…. The music hovers; lovely dance rhythms swing out madly; all the 
world is rocked in their triumphant whirligig…. The soul, set free, cleaves space, like 
swallows’ flight, like swallows drunk with the air, skimming across the sky with shrill 
cries…. Joy! Joy! There is nothing, nothing!… Oh, infinite happiness!… 



Hours passed; it was evening; the staircase was in darkness. Drops of rain made 
rings upon the river’s gown, and the current bore them dancing away. Sometimes the 
branch of a tree or pieces of black bark passed noiselessly and disappeared. The 
murderous spider had withdrawn to her darkest corner. And little Jean-Christophe was 
still leaning forward on the window-sill. His face was pale and dirty; happiness shone 
in him. He was asleep. 



III 

 

E LA FACCIA del sol nascere ombrata. Purgatorio, xxx. 

HE HAD TO surrender. In spite of an obstinate and heroic resistance, blows 
triumphed over his ill-will. Every morning for three hours, and for three hours every 
evening, Jean-Christophe was set before the instrument of torture. All on edge with 
attention and weariness, with large tears rolling down his cheeks and nose, he moved 
his little red hands over the black and white keys — his hands were often stiff with 
cold — under the threatening ruler, which descended at every false note, and the 
harangues of his master, which were more odious to him than the blows. He thought 
that he hated music. And yet he applied himself to it with a zest which fear of 
Melchior did not altogether explain. Certain words of his grandfather had made an 
impression on him. The old man, seeing his grandson weeping, had told him, with that 
gravity which he always maintained for the boy, that it was worth while suffering a 
little for the most beautiful and noble art given to men for their consolation and glory. 
And Jean-Christophe, who was grateful to his grandfather for talking to him like a 
man, had been secretly touched by these simple words, which sorted well with his 
childish stoicism and growing pride. But, more than by argument, he was bound and 
enslaved by the memory of certain musical emotions, bound and enslaved to the 
detested art, against which he tried in vain to rebel. 

There was in the town, as usual in Germany, a theater, where opera, opéra-
comique, operetta, drama, comedy, and vaudeville are presented — every sort of play 
of every style and fashion. There were performances three times a week from six to 
nine in the evening. Old Jean Michel never missed one, and was equally interested in 
everything. Once he took his grandson with him. Several days beforehand he told him 
at length what the piece was about. Jean-Christophe did not understand it, but he did 
gather that there would be terrible things in it, and while he was consumed with the 
desire to see them he was much afraid, though he dared not confess it. He knew that 
there was to be a storm, and he was fearful of being struck by lightning. He knew that 
there was to be a battle, and he was not at all sure that he would not be killed. On the 
night before, in bed, he went through real agony, and on the day of the performance 
he almost wished that his grandfather might be prevented from coming for him. But 
when the hour was near, and his grandfather did not come, he began to worry, and 
every other minute looked out of the window. At last the old man appeared, and they 
set out together. His heart leaped in his bosom; his tongue was dry, and he could not 
speak. 

They arrived at the mysterious building which was so often talked about at home. 
At the door Jean Michel met some acquaintances, and the boy, who was holding his 
hand tight because he was afraid of being lost, could not understand how they could 
talk and laugh quietly at such a moment. 

Jean Michel took his usual place in the first row behind the orchestra. He leaned on 
the balustrade, and began a long conversation with the contra-bass. He was at home 
there; there he was listened to because of his authority as a musician, and he made the 
most of it; it might almost be said that he abused it. Jean-Christophe could hear 



nothing. He was overwhelmed by his expectation of the play, by the appearance of the 
theater, which seemed magnificent to him, by the splendor of the audience, who 
frightened him terribly. He dared not turn his head, for he thought that all eyes were 
fixed on him. He hugged his little cap between his knees, and he stared at the magic 
curtain with round eyes. 

At last three blows were struck. His grandfather blew his nose, and drew the 
libretto from his pocket. He always followed it scrupulously, so much so that 
sometimes he neglected what was happening on the stage. The orchestra began to 
play. With the opening chords Jean-Christophe felt more at ease. He was at home in 
this world of sound, and from that moment, however extravagant the play might be, it 
seemed natural to him. 

The curtain was raised, to reveal pasteboard trees and creatures who were not 
much more real. The boy looked at it all, gaping with admiration, but he was not 
surprised. The piece set in a fantastic East, of which he could have had no idea. The 
poem was a web of ineptitudes, in which no human quality was perceptible. Jean-
Christophe hardly grasped it at all; he made extraordinary mistakes, took one 
character for another, and pulled at his grandfather’s sleeve to ask him absurd 
questions, which showed that he had understood nothing. He was not bored: 
passionately interested, on the contrary. Bound the idiotic libretto he built a romance 
of his own invention, which had no sort of relation to the one that was represented on 
the stage. Every moment some incident upset his romance, and he had to repair it, but 
that did not worry him. He had made his choice of the people who moved upon the 
stage, making all sorts of different sounds, and breathlessly he followed the fate of 
those upon whom he had fastened his sympathy. He was especially concerned with a 
fair lady, of uncertain age, who had long, brilliantly fair hair, eyes of an unnatural 
size, and bare feet. The monstrous improbabilities of the setting did not shock him. 
His keen, childish eyes did not perceive the grotesque ugliness of the actors, large and 
fleshy, and the deformed chorus of all sizes in two lines, nor the pointlessness of their 
gestures, nor their faces bloated by their shrieks, nor the full wigs, nor the high heels 
of the tenor, nor the make-up of his lady-love, whose face was streaked with 
variegated penciling. He was in the condition of a lover, whose passion blinds him to 
the actual aspect of the beloved object. The marvelous power of illusion, natural to 
children, stopped all unpleasant sensations on the way, and transformed them. 

The music especially worked wonders. It bathed the whole scene in a misty 
atmosphere, in which everything became beautiful, noble, and desirable. It bred in the 
soul a desperate need of love, and at the same time showed phantoms of love on all 
sides, to fill the void that itself had created. Little Jean-Christophe was overwhelmed 
by his emotion. There were words, gestures, musical phrases which disturbed him; he 
dared not then raise his eyes; he knew not whether it were well or ill; he blushed and 
grew pale by turns; sometimes there came drops of sweat upon his brow, and he was 
fearful lest all the people there should see his distress. When the catastrophe came 
about which inevitably breaks upon lovers in the fourth act of an opera so as to 
provide the tenor and the prima donna with an opportunity for showing off their 
shrillest screams, the child thought he must choke; his throat hurt him as though he 
had caught cold; he clutched at his neck with his hands, and could not swallow his 
saliva; tears welled up in him; his hands and feet were frozen. Fortunately, his 
grandfather was not much less moved. He enjoyed the theater with a childish 
simplicity. During the dramatic passages he coughed carelessly to hide his distress, 
but Jean-Christophe saw it, and it delighted him. It was horribly hot; Jean-Christophe 
was dropping with sleep, and he was very uncomfortable. But he thought only: “Is 



there much longer? It cannot be finished!” Then suddenly it was finished, without his 
knowing why. The curtain fell; the audience rose; the enchantment was broken. 

They went home through the night, the two children — the old man and the little 
boy. What a fine night! What a serene moonlight! They said nothing; they were 
turning over their memories. At last the old man said: 

“Did you like it, boy?” 
Jean-Christophe could not reply; he was still fearful from emotion, and he would 

not speak, so as not to break the spell; he had to make an effort to whisper, with a 
sigh: 

“Oh yes.” 
The old man smiled. After a time he went on: 
“It’s a fine thing — a musician’s trade! To create things like that, such marvelous 

spectacles — is there anything more glorious? It is to be God on earth!” 
The boy’s mind leaped to that. What! a man had made all that! That had not 

occurred to him. It had seemed that it must have made itself, must be the work of 
Nature. A man, a musician, such as he would be some day! Oh, to be that for one day, 
only one day! And then afterwards … afterwards, whatever you like! Die, if 
necessary! He asked: 

“What man made that, grandfather?” 
The old man told him of François Marie Hassler, a young German artist who lived 

at Berlin. He had known him once. Jean-Christophe listened, all ears. Suddenly he 
said: 

“And you, grandfather?” 
The old man trembled. 
“What?” he asked. 
“Did you do things like that — you too?” 
“Certainly,” said the old man a little crossly. 
He was silent, and after they had walked a little he sighed heavily. It was one of the 

sorrows of his life. He had always longed to write for the theater, and inspiration had 
always betrayed him. He had in his desk one or two acts written, but he had so little 
illusion as to their worth that he had never dared to submit them to an outside 
judgment. 

They said no more until they reached home. Neither slept. The old man was 
troubled. He took his Bible for consolation. In bed Jean-Christophe turned over and 
over the events of the evening; he recollected the smallest details, and the girl with the 
bare feet reappeared before him. As he dozed off a musical phrase rang in his ears as 
distinctly as if the orchestra were there. All his body leaped; he sat up on his pillow, 
his head buzzing with music, and he thought: “Some day I also shall write. Oh, can I 
ever do it?” 

From that moment he had only one desire, to go to the theater again, and he set 
himself to work more keenly, because they made a visit to the theater his reward. He 
thought of nothing but that; half the week he thought of the last performance, and the 
other half he thought of the next. He was fearful of being ill on a theater day, and this 
fear made him often, find in himself the symptoms of three or four illnesses. When 
the day came he did not eat; he fidgeted like a soul in agony; he looked at the clock 
fifty times, and thought that the evening would never come; finally, unable to contain 
himself, he would go out an hour before the office opened, for fear of not being able 
to procure a seat, and, as he was the first in the empty theater, he used to grow uneasy. 
His grandfather had told him that once or twice the audience had not been large 
enough, and so the players had preferred not to perform, and to give back the money. 



He watched the arrivals and counted them, thinking: “Twenty-three, twenty-four, 
twenty-five…. Oh, it is not enough … there will never be enough!” ‘And when he 
saw some important person enter the circle or the stalls, his heart was lighter, and he 
said to himself: “They will never dare to send him away. Surely they will play for 
him.” But he was not convinced; he would not be reassured until the musicians took 
their places. And even then he would be afraid that the curtain would rise, and they 
would announce, as they had done one evening, a change of programme. With lynx 
eyes he watched the stand of the contra-bass to see if the title written on his music 
was that of the piece announced. And when he had seen it there, two minutes later he 
would look again to make quite sure that he had not been wrong. The conductor was 
not there. He must be ill. There was a stirring behind the curtain, and a sound of 
voices and hurried footsteps. Was there an accident, some untoward misfortune? 
Silence again. The conductor was at his post. Everything seemed ready at last…. They 
did not begin! What was happening? He boiled over with impatience. Then the bell 
rang. His heart thumped away. The orchestra began the overture, and for a few hours 
Jean-Christophe would swim in happiness, troubled only by the idea that it must soon 
come to an end. 

* * * * * 

Some time after that a musical event brought even more excitement into Jean-
Christophe’s thoughts. François Marie Hassler, the author of the first opera which had 
so bowled him over, was to visit the town. He was to conduct a concert consisting of 
his compositions. The town was excited. The young musician was the subject of 
violent discussion in Germany, and for a fortnight he was the only topic of 
conversation. It was a different matter when he arrived. The friends of Melchior and 
old Jean Michel continually came for news, and they went away with the most 
extravagant notions of the musician’s habits and eccentricities. The child followed 
these narratives with eager attention. The idea that the great man was there in the 
town, breathing the same air as himself, treading the same stones, threw him into a 
state of dumb exaltation. He lived only in the hope of seeing him. 

Hassler was staying at the Palace as the guest of the Grand Duke. He hardly went 
out, except to the theater for rehearsals, to which Jean-Christophe was not admitted, 
and as he was very lazy, he went to and fro in the Prince’s carriage. Therefore, Jean-
Christophe did not have many opportunities of seeing him, and he only succeeded 
once in catching sight of him as he drove in the carriage. He saw his fur coat, and 
wasted hours in waiting in the street, thrusting and jostling his way to right and left, 
and before and behind, to win and keep his place in front of the loungers. He consoled 
himself with spending half his days watching the windows of the Palace which had 
been pointed out as those of the master. Most often he only saw the shutters, for 
Hassler got up late, and the windows were closed almost all morning. This habit had 
made well-informed persons say that Hassler could not bear the light of day, and lived 
in eternal night. 

At length Jean-Christophe was able to approach his hero. It was the day of the 
concert. All the town was there. The Grand Duke and his Court occupied the great 
royal box, surmounted with a crown supported by two chubby cherubim. The theater 
was in gala array. The stage was decorated with branches of oak and flowering laurel. 
All the musicians of any account made it a point of honor to take their places in the 
orchestra. Melchior was at his post, and Jean Michel was conducting the chorus. 



When Hassler appeared there was loud applause from every part of the house, and 
the ladies rose to see him better. Jean-Christophe devoured him with his eyes. Hassler 
had a young, sensitive face, though it was already rather puffy and tired-looking; his 
temples were bald, and his hair was thin on the crown of his head; for the rest, fair, 
curly hair. His blue eyes looked vague. He had a little fair mustache and an expressive 
mouth, which was rarely still, but twitched with a thousand imperceptible movements. 
He was tall, and held himself badly — not from awkwardness, but from weariness or 
boredom. He conducted capriciously and lithely, with his whole awkward body 
swaying, like his music, with gestures, now caressing, now sharp and jerky. It was 
easy to see that he was very nervous, and his music was the exact reflection of 
himself. The quivering and jerky life of it broke through the usual apathy of the 
orchestra. Jean-Christophe breathed heavily; in spite of his fear of drawing attention 
to himself, he could not stand still in his place; he fidgeted, got up, and the music gave 
him such violent and unexpected shocks that he had to move his head, arms, and legs, 
to the great discomfort of his neighbors, who warded off his kicks as best they could. 
The whole audience was enthusiastic, fascinated by the success, rather than by the 
compositions. At the end there was a storm of applause and cries, in which the 
trumpets in the orchestra joined, German fashion, with their triumphant blare in salute 
of the conqueror, Jean-Christophe trembled with pride, as though these honors were 
for himself. He enjoyed seeing Hassler’s face light up with childish pleasure. The 
ladies threw flowers, the men waved their hats, and the audience rushed for the 
platform. Every one wanted to shake the master’s hand. Jean-Christophe saw one 
enthusiast raise the master’s hand to his lips, another steal a handkerchief that Hassler 
had left on the corner of his desk. He wanted to reach the platform also, although he 
did not know why, for if at that moment he had found himself near Hassler, he would 
have fled at once in terror and emotion. But he butted with all his force, like a ram, 
among the skirts and legs that divided him from Hassler. He was too small; he could 
not break through. 

Fortunately, when the concert was over, his grandfather came and took him to join 
in a party to serenade Hassler. It was night, and torches were lighted. All the 
musicians of the orchestra were there. They talked only of the marvelous 
compositions they had heard. They arrived outside the Palace, and took up their 
places without a sound under the master’s windows. They took on an air of secrecy, 
although everybody, including Hassler, knew what was to come. In the silence of the 
night they began to play certain famous fragments of Hassler’s compositions. He 
appeared at the window with the Prince, and they roared in their honor. Both bowed. 
A servant came from the Prince to invite the musicians to enter the Palace. They 
passed through great rooms, with frescoes representing naked men with helmets; they 
were of a reddish color, and were making gestures of defiance. The sky was covered 
with great clouds like sponges. There were also men and women of marble clad in 
waist-cloths made of iron. The guests walked on carpets so thick that their tread was 
inaudible, and they came at length to a room which was as light as day, and there 
were tables laden with drinks and good things. 

The Grand Duke was there, but Jean-Christophe did not see him; he had eyes only 
for Hassler. Hassler came towards them; he thanked them. He picked his words 
carefully, stopped awkwardly in the middle of a sentence, and extricated himself with 
a quip which made everybody laugh. They began to eat. Hassler took four or five 
musicians aside. He singled out Jean-Christophe’s grandfather, and addressed very 
flattering words to him: he recollected that Jean Michel had been one of the first to 
perform his works, and he said that he had often heard tell of his excellence from a 



friend of his who had been a pupil of the old man’s. Jean-Christophe’s grandfather 
expressed his gratitude profusely; he replied with such extraordinary eulogy that, in 
spite of his adoration of Hassler, the boy was ashamed. But to Hassler they seemed to 
be pleasant and in the rational order. Finally, the old man, who had lost himself in his 
rigmarole, took Jean-Christophe by the hand, and presented him to Hassler. Hassler 
smiled at Jean-Christophe, and carelessly patted his head, and when he learned that 
the boy liked his music, and had not slept for several nights in anticipation of seeing 
him, he took him in his arms and plied him with questions. Jean-Christophe, struck, 
dumb and blushing with pleasure, dared not look at him. Hassler took him by the chin 
and lifted his face up. Jean-Christophe ventured to look. Hassler’s eyes were kind and 
smiling; he began to smile too. Then he felt so happy, so wonderfully happy in the 
great man’s arms, that he burst into tears. Hassler was touched by this simple 
affection, and was more kind than ever. He kissed the boy and talked to him tenderly. 
At the same time he said funny things and tickled him to make him laugh; and Jean-
Christophe could not help laughing through his tears. Soon he became at ease, and 
answered Hassler readily, and of his own accord he began to whisper in his ear all his 
small ambitions, as though he and Hassler were old friends; he told him how he 
wanted to be a musician like Hassler, and, like Hassler, to make beautiful things, and 
to be a great man. He, was always ashamed, talked confidently; he did not know what 
he was saying; he was in a sort of ecstasy, Hassler smiled at his prattling and said: 

“When you are a man, and have become a good musician, you shall come and see 
me in Berlin. I shall make something of you.” 

Jean-Christophe was too delighted to reply. 
Hassler teased him. 
“You don’t want to?” 
Jean-Christophe nodded his head violently five or six times, meaning “Yes.” 
“It is a bargain, then?” 
Jean-Christophe nodded again. 
“Kiss me, then.” 
Jean-Christophe threw his arms round Hassler’s neck and hugged him with all his 

strength. 
“Oh, you are wetting me! Let go! Your nose wants wiping!” 
Hassler laughed, and wiped the boy’s nose himself, a little self-consciously, though 

he was quite jolly. He put him down, then took him by the hand and led him to a 
table, where he filled his pockets with cake, and left him, saying: 

“Good-bye! Remember your promise.” 
Jean-Christophe swam in happiness. The rest of the world had ceased to exist for 

him. He could remember nothing of what had happened earlier in the evening; he 
followed lovingly Hassler’s every expression and gesture. One thing that he said 
struck him. Hassler was holding a glass in his hand; he was talking, and his face 
suddenly hardened, and he said: 

“The joy of such a day must not make us forget our enemies. We must never forget 
our enemies. It is not their fault that we are not crushed out of existence. It will not be 
our fault if that does not happen to them. That is why the toast I propose is that there 
are people whose health … we will not drink!” 

Everybody applauded and laughed at this original toast. Hassler had laughed with 
the others and his good-humored expression had returned. But Jean-Christophe was 
put off by it. Although he did not permit himself to criticise any action of his hero, it 
hurt him that he had thought ugly things, when on such a night there ought to be 
nothing but brilliant thoughts and fancies. But he did not examine what he felt, and 



the impression that it made was soon driven out by his great joy and the drop of 
champagne which he drank out of his grandfather’s glass. 

On the way back the old man never stopped talking; he was delighted with the 
praise that Hassler had given him; he cried out that Hassler was a genius such as had 
not been known for a century. Jean-Christophe said nothing, locking up in his heart 
his intoxication of love. He had kissed him. He had held him in his arms! How good 
he was! How great! 

“Ah,” he thought in bed, as he kissed his pillow passionately, “I would die for him 
— die for him!” 

The brilliant meteor which had flashed across the sky of the little town that night 
had a decisive influence on Jean-Christophe’s mind. All his childhood Hassler was 
the model on which his eyes were fixed, and to follow his example the little man of 
six decided that he also would write music. To tell the truth, he had been doing so for 
long enough without knowing it, and he had not waited to be conscious of composing 
before he composed. 

Everything is music for the born musician. Everything that throbs, or moves, or 
stirs, or palpitates — sunlit summer days, nights when the wind howls, flickering 
light, the twinkling of the stars, storms, the song of birds, the buzzing of insects, the 
murmuring of trees, voices, loved or loathed, familiar fireside sounds, a creaking 
door, blood moving in the veins in the silence of the night — everything that is is 
music; all that is needed is that it should be heard. All the music of creation found its 
echo in Jean-Christophe. Everything that he saw, everything that he felt, was 
translated into music without his being conscious of it. He was like a buzzing hive of 
bees. But no one noticed it, himself least of all. 

Like all children, he hummed perpetually at every hour of the day. Whatever he 
was doing — whether he were walking in the street, hopping on one foot, or lying on 
the floor at his grandfather’s, with his head in his hands, absorbed in the pictures of a 
book, or sitting in his little chair in the darkest corner of the kitchen, dreaming 
aimlessly in the twilight — always the monotonous murmuring of his little trumpet 
was to be heard, played with lips closed and cheeks blown out. His mother seldom 
paid any heed to it, but, once in a while, she would protest. 

When he was tired of this state of half-sleep he would have to move and make a 
noise. Then he made music, singing it at the top of his voice. He had made tunes for 
every occasion. He had a tune for splashing in his wash-basin in the morning, like a 
little duck. He had a tune for sitting on the piano-stool in front of the detested 
instrument, and another for getting off it, and this was a more brilliant affair than the 
other. He had one for his mother putting the soup on the table; he used to go before 
her then blowing a blare of trumpets. He played triumphal marches by which to go 
solemnly from the dining-room to the bedroom. Sometimes he would organize little 
processions with his two small brothers; all then would file out gravely, one after 
another, and each had a tune to march to. But, as was right and proper, Jean-
Christophe kept the best for himself. Every one of his tunes was strictly appropriated 
to its special occasion, and Jean-Christophe never by any chance confused them. 
Anybody else would have made mistakes, but he knew the shades of difference 
between them exactly. 

One day at his grandfather’s house he was going round the room clicking his heels, 
head up and chest out; he went round and round and round, so that it was a wonder he 
did not turn sick, and played one of his compositions. The old man, who was shaving, 
stopped in the middle of it, and, with his face covered with lather, came to look at 
him, and said: 



“What are you singing, boy?” 
Jean-Christophe said he did not know. 
“Sing it again!” said Jean Michel. 
Jean-Christophe tried; he could not remember the tune. Proud of having attracted 

his grandfather’s attention, he tried to make him admire his voice, and sang after his 
own fashion an air from some opera, but that was not what the old man wanted. Jean 
Michel said nothing, and seemed not to notice him any more. But he left the door of 
his room ajar while the boy was playing alone in the next room. 

A few days later Jean-Christophe, with the chairs arranged about him, was playing 
a comedy in music, which he had made up of scraps that he remembered from the 
theater, and he was making steps and bows, as he had seen them done in a minuet, and 
addressing himself to the portrait of Beethoven which hung above the table. As he 
turned with a pirouette he saw his grandfather watching him through the half-open 
door. He thought the old man was laughing at him; he was abashed, and stopped dead; 
he ran to the window, and pressed his face against the panes, pretending that he had 
been watching something of the greatest interest. But the old man said nothing; he 
came to him and kissed him, and Jean-Christophe saw that he was pleased. His vanity 
made the most of these signs; he was clever enough to see that he had been 
appreciated; but he did not know exactly which his grandfather had admired most — 
his talent as a dramatic author, or as a musician, or as a singer, or as a dancer. He 
inclined, to the latter, for he prided himself on this. 

A week later, when he had forgotten the whole affair, his grandfather said 
mysteriously that he had something to show him. He opened his desk, took out a 
music-book, and put it on the rack of the piano, and told the boy to play. Jean-
Christophe was very much interested, and deciphered it fairly well. The notes were 
written by hand in the old man’s large handwriting, and he had taken especial pains 
with it. The headings were adorned with scrolls and flourishes. After some moments 
the old man, who was sitting beside Jean-Christophe turning the pages for him, asked 
him what the music was. Jean-Christophe had been too much absorbed in his playing 
to notice what he had played, and said that he did not know it. 

“Listen!… You don’t know it?” 
Yes; he thought he knew it, but he did not know where he had heard it. The old 

man laughed. 
“Think.” 
Jean-Christophe shook his head. 
“I don’t know.” 
A light was fast dawning in his mind; it seemed to him that the air…. But, no! He 

dared not…. He would not recognize it. 
“I don’t know, grandfather.” 
He blushed. 
“What, you little fool, don’t you see that it is your own?” 
He was sure of it, but to hear it said made his heart thump. 
“Oh! grandfather!…” 
Beaming, the old man showed him the book. 
“See: Aria. It is what you were singing on Tuesday when you were lying on the 

floor. March. That is what I asked you to sing again last week, and you could not 
remember it. Minuet. That is what you were dancing by the armchair. Look!” 

On the cover was written in wonderful Gothic letters: 
“The Pleasures of Childhood: Aria, Minuetto, Valse, and Marcia, O, by Jean-

Christophe Krafft.” 



Jean-Christophe was dazzled by it. To see his name, and that fine title, and that 
large book — his work!… He went on murmuring: 

“Oh! grandfather! grandfather!…” 
The old man drew him to him. Jean-Christophe threw himself on his knees, and hid 

his head in Jean Michel’s bosom. He was covered with blushes from his happiness. 
The old man was even happier, and went on, in a voice which he tried to make 
indifferent, for he felt that he was on the point of breaking down: 

“Of course, I added the accompaniment and the harmony to fit the song. And then” 
— he coughed— “and then, I added a trio to the minuet, because … because it is 
usual … and then…. I think it is not at all bad.” 

He played it. Jean-Christophe was very proud of collaborating with his 
grandfather. 

“But, grandfather, you must put your name to it too.” 
“It is not worth while. It is not worth while others besides yourself knowing it. 

Only” — here his voice trembled— “only, later on, when I am no more, it will remind 
you of your old grandfather … eh? You won’t forget him?” 

The poor old man did not say that he had been unable to resist the quite innocent 
pleasure of introducing one of his own unfortunate airs into his grandson’s work, 
which he felt was destined to survive him; but his desire to share in this imaginary 
glory was very humble and very touching, since it was enough for him anonymously 
to transmit to posterity a scrap of his own thought, so as not altogether to perish. Jean-
Christophe was touched by it, and covered his face with kisses, and the old man, 
growing more and more tender, kissed his hair. 

“You will remember me? Later on, when you are a good musician, a great artist, 
who will bring honor to his family, to his art, and to his country, when you are 
famous, you will remember that it was your old grandfather who first perceived it, and 
foretold what you would be?” 

There were tears in his eyes as he listened to his own words. He was reluctant to let 
such signs of weakness be seen. He had an attack of coughing, became moody, and 
sent the boy away hugging the precious manuscript. 

Jean-Christophe went home bewildered by his happiness. The stones danced about 
him. The reception he had from his family sobered him a little. When he blurted out 
the splendor of his musical exploit they cried out upon him. His mother laughed at 
him. Melchior declared that the old man was mad, and that he would do better to take 
care of himself than to set about turning the boy’s head. As for Jean-Christophe, he 
would oblige by putting such follies from his mind, and sitting down illico at the 
piano and playing exercises for four hours. He must first learn to play properly; and as 
for composing, there was plenty of time for that later on when he had nothing better to 
do. 

Melchior was not, as these words of wisdom might indicate, trying to keep the boy 
from the dangerous exaltation of a too early pride. On the contrary, he proved 
immediately that this was not so. But never having himself had any idea to express in 
music, and never having had the least need to express an idea, he had come, as a 
virtuoso, to consider composing a secondary matter, which was only given value by 
the art of the executant. He was not insensible of the tremendous enthusiasm roused 
by great composers like Hassler. For such ovations he had the respect which he 
always paid to success — mingled, perhaps, with a little secret jealousy — for it 
seemed to him that such applause was stolen from him. But he knew by experience 
that the successes of the great virtuosi are no less remarkable, and are more personal 
in character, and therefore more fruitful of agreeable and flattering consequences. He 



affected to pay profound homage to the genius of the master musicians; but he took a 
great delight in telling absurd anecdotes of them, presenting their intelligence and 
morals in a lamentable light. He placed the virtuoso at the top of the artistic ladder, 
for, he said, it is well known that the tongue is the noblest member of the body, and 
what would thought be without words? What would music be without the executant? 
But whatever may have been the reason for the scolding that he gave Jean-Christophe, 
it was not without its uses in restoring some common sense to the boy, who was 
almost beside himself with his grandfather’s praises. It was not quite enough. Jean-
Christophe, of course, decided that his grandfather was much cleverer than his father, 
and though he sat down at the piano without sulking, he did so not so much for the 
sake of obedience as to be able to dream in peace, as he always did while his fingers 
ran, mechanically over the keyboard. While he played his interminable exercises he 
heard a proud voice inside himself saying over and over again: “I am a composer — a 
great composer.” 

From that day on, since he was a composer, he set himself to composing. Before he 
had even learned to write, he continued to cipher crotchets and quavers on scraps of 
paper, which he tore from the household account-books. But in the effort to find out 
what he was thinking, and to set it down in black and white, he arrived at thinking 
nothing, except when he wanted to think something. But he did not for that give up 
making musical phrases, and as he was a born musician he made them somehow, even 
if they meant nothing at all. Then he would take them in triumph to his grandfather, 
who wept with joy over them — he wept easily now that he was growing old — and 
vowed that they were wonderful. 

All this was like to spoil him altogether. Fortunately, his own good sense saved 
him, helped by the influence of a man who made no pretension of having any 
influence over anybody, and set nothing before the eyes of the world but a 
commonsense point of view. This man was Louisa’s brother. 

Like her, he was small, thin, puny, and rather round-shouldered. No one knew 
exactly how old he was; he could not be more than forty, but he looked more than 
fifty. He had a little wrinkled face, with a pink complexion, and kind pale blue eyes, 
like faded forget-me-nots. When he took off his cap, which he used fussily to wear 
everywhere from his fear of draughts, he exposed a little pink bald head, conical in 
shape, which was the great delight of Jean-Christophe and his brothers. They never 
left off teasing him about it, asking him what he had done with his hair, and, 
encouraged by Melchior’s pleasantries, threatening to smack it. He was the first to 
laugh at them, and put up with their treatment of him patiently. He was a peddler; he 
used to go from village to village with a pack on his back, containing everything — 
groceries, stationery, confectionery, handkerchiefs, scarves, shoes, pickles, almanacs, 
songs, and drugs. Several attempts had been made to make him settle down, and to 
buy him a little business — a store or a drapery shop. But he could not do it. One 
night he would get up, push the key under the door, and set off again with his pack. 
Weeks and months went by before he was seen again. Then he would reappear. Some 
evening they would hear him fumbling at the door; it would half open, and the little 
bald head, politely uncovered, would appear with its kind eyes and timid smile. He 
would say, “Good-evening, everybody,” carefully wipe his shoes before entering, 
salute everybody, beginning with the eldest, and go and sit in the most remote corner 
of the room. There he would light his pipe, and sit huddled up, waiting quietly until 
the usual storm of questions was over. The two Kraffts, Jean-Christophe’s father and 
grandfather, had a jeering contempt for him. The little freak seemed ridiculous to 
them, and their pride was touched by the low degree of the peddler. They made him 



feel it, but he seemed to take no notice of it, and showed them a profound respect 
which disarmed them, especially the old man, who was very sensitive to what people 
thought of him. They used to crush him with heavy pleasantries, which often brought 
the blush to Louisa’s cheeks. Accustomed to bow without dispute to the intellectual 
superiority of the Kraffts, she had no doubt that her husband and father-in-law were 
right; but she loved her brother, and her brother had for her a dumb adoration. They 
were the only members of their family, and they were both humble, crushed, and 
thrust aside by life; they were united in sadness and tenderness by a bond of mutual 
pity and common suffering, borne in secret. With the Kraffts — robust, noisy, brutal, 
solidly built for living, and living joyously — these two weak, kindly creatures, out of 
their setting, so to speak, outside life, understood and pitied each other without ever 
saying anything about it. 

Jean-Christophe, with the cruel carelessness of childhood, shared the contempt of 
his father and grandfather for the little peddler. He made fun of him, and treated him 
as a comic figure; he worried him with stupid teasing, which his uncle bore with his 
unshakable phlegm. But Jean-Christophe loved him, without quite knowing why. He 
loved him first of all as a plaything with which he did what he liked. He loved him 
also because he always gave him something nice — a dainty, a picture, an amusing 
toy. The little man’s return was a joy for the children, for he always had some surprise 
for them. Poor as he was, he always contrived to bring them each a present, and he 
never forgot the birthday of any one of the family. He always turned up on these 
august days, and brought out of his pocket some jolly present, lovingly chosen. They 
were so used to it that they hardly thought of thanking him; it seemed natural, and he 
appeared to be sufficiently repaid by the pleasure he had given. But Jean-Christophe, 
who did not sleep very well, and during the night used to turn over in his mind the 
events of the day, used sometimes to think that his uncle was very kind, and he used 
to be filled with floods of gratitude to the poor man. He never showed it when the day 
came, because he thought that the others would laugh at him. Besides, he was too 
little to see in kindness all the rare value that it has. In the language of children, kind 
and stupid are almost synonymous, and Uncle Gottfried seemed to be the living proof 
of it. 

One evening when Melchior was dining out, Gottfried was left alone in the living-
room, while Louisa put the children to bed. He went out, and sat by the river a few 
yards away from the house. Jean-Christophe, having nothing better to do, followed 
him, and, as usual, tormented him with his puppy tricks until he was out of breath, and 
dropped down on the grass at his feet. Lying on his belly, he buried his nose in the 
turf. When he had recovered his breath, he cast about for some new crazy thing to say. 
When he found it he shouted it out, and rolled about with laughing, with his face still 
buried in the earth. He received no answer. Surprised by the silence, he raised his 
head, and began to repeat his joke. He saw Gottfried’s face lit up by the last beams of 
the setting sun cast through golden mists. He swallowed down his words. Gottfried 
smiled with his eyes half closed and his mouth half open, and in his sorrowful face 
was an expression of sadness and unutterable melancholy. Jean-Christophe, with his 
face in his hands, watched him. The night came; little by little Gottfried’s face 
disappeared. Silence reigned. Jean-Christophe in his turn was filled with the 
mysterious impressions which had been reflected on Gottfried’s face. He fell into a 
vague stupor. The earth was in darkness, the sky was bright; the stars peeped out. The 
little waves of the river chattered against the bank. The boy grew sleepy. Without 
seeing them, he bit off little blades of grass. A grasshopper chirped near him. It 
seemed to him that he was going to sleep. 



Suddenly, in the dark, Gottfried began to sing. He sang in a weak, husky voice, as 
though to himself; he could not have been heard twenty yards away. But there was 
sincerity and emotion in his voice; it was as though he were thinking aloud, and that 
through the song, as through clear water, the very inmost heart of him was to be seen. 
Never had Jean-Christophe heard such singing, and never had he heard such a song. 
Slow, simple, childish, it moved gravely, sadly, a little monotonously, never hurrying 
— with long pauses — then setting out again on its way, careless where it arrived, and 
losing itself in the night. It seemed to come from far away, and it went no man knows 
whither. Its serenity was full of sorrow, and beneath its seeming peace there dwelt an 
agony of the ages. Jean-Christophe held his breath; he dared not move; he was cold 
with emotion. When it was done he crawled towards Gottfried, and in a choking voice 
said: 

“Uncle!” 
Gottfried did not reply. 
“Uncle!” repeated the boy, placing his hands and chin on Gottfried’s knees. 
Gottfried said kindly: 
“Well, boy…” 
“What is it, uncle? Tell me! What were you singing?” 
“I don’t know.” 
“Tell me what it is!” 
“I don’t know. Just a song.” 
“A song that you made.” 
“No, not I! What an idea!… It is an old song.” 
“Who made it?” 
“No one knows….” 
“When?” 
“No one knows….” 
“When you were little?” 
“Before I was born, before my father was born, and before his father, and before 

his father’s father…. It has always been.” 
“How strange! No one has ever told me about it.” 
He thought for a moment. 
“Uncle, do you know any other?” 
“Yes.” 
“Sing another, please.” 
“Why should I sing another? One is enough. One sings when one wants to sing, 

when one has to sing. One must not sing for the fun of it.” 
“But what about when one makes music?” 
“That is not music.” 
The boy was lost in thought. He did not quite understand. But he asked for no 

explanation. It was true, it was not music, not like all the rest. He went on: 
“Uncle, have you ever made them?” 
“Made what?” 
“Songs!” 
“Songs? Oh! How should I make them? They can’t be made.” 
With his usual logic the boy insisted: 
“But, uncle, it must have been made once….” 
Gottfried shook his head obstinately. 
“It has always been.” 
The boy returned to the attack: 



“But, uncle, isn’t it possible to make other songs, new songs?” 
“Why make them? There are enough for everything. There are songs for when you 

are sad, and for when you are gay; for when you are weary, and for when you are 
thinking of home; for when you despise yourself, because you have been a vile sinner, 
a worm upon the earth; for when you want to weep, because people have not been 
kind to you; and for when your heart is glad because the world is beautiful, and you 
see God’s heaven, which, like Him, is always kind, and seems to laugh at you…. 
There are songs for everything, everything. Why should I make them?” 

“To be a great man!” said the boy, full of his grandfather’s teaching and his simple 
dreams. 

Gottfried laughed softly. Jean-Christophe, a little hurt, asked him: 
“Why are you laughing?” 
Gottfried said: 
“Oh! I?… I am nobody.” 
He kissed the boy’s head, and said: 
“You want to be a great man?” 
“Yes,” said Jean-Christophe proudly. He thought Gottfried would admire him. But 

Gottfried replied: 
“What for?” 
Jean-Christophe was taken aback. He thought for a moment, and said: 
“To make beautiful songs!” 
Gottfried laughed again, and said: 
“You want to make beautiful songs, so as to be a great man; and you want to be a 

great man, so as to make beautiful songs. You are like a dog chasing its own tail.” 
Jean-Christophe was dashed. At any other time he would not have borne his uncle 

laughing at him, he at whom he was used to laughing. And, at the same time, he 
would never have thought Gottfried clever enough to stump him with an argument. 
He cast about for some answer or some impertinence to throw at him, but could find 
none. Gottfried went on: 

“When you are as great as from here to Coblentz, you will never make a single 
song.” 

Jean-Christophe revolted on that. 
“And if I will!…” 
“The more you want to, the less you can. To make songs, you have to be like those 

creatures. Listen….” 
The moon had risen, round and gleaming, behind the fields. A silvery mist hovered 

above the ground and the shimmering waters. The frogs croaked, and in the meadows 
the melodious fluting of the toads arose. The shrill tremolo of the grasshoppers 
seemed to answer the twinkling of the stars. The wind rustled softly in the branches of 
the alders. From the hills above the river there came down the sweet light song of a 
nightingale. 

“What need is there to sing?” sighed Gottfried, after a long silence. (It was not 
clear whether he were talking to himself or to Jean-Christophe.) “Don’t they sing 
sweeter than anything that you could make?” 

Jean-Christophe had often heard these sounds of the night, and he loved them. But 
never had he heard them as he heard them now. It was true: what need was there to 
sing?… His heart was full of tenderness and sorrow. He was fain to embrace the 
meadows, the river, the sky, the clear stars. He was filled with love for his uncle 
Gottfried, who seemed to him now the best, the cleverest, the most beautiful of men. 
He thought how he had misjudged him, and he thought that his uncle was sad because 



he, Jean-Christophe, had misjudged him. He was remorseful. He wanted to cry out: 
“Uncle, do not be sad! I will not be naughty again. Forgive me, I love you!” But he 
dared not. And suddenly he threw himself into Gottfried’s arms, but the words would 
not come, only he repeated, “I love you!” and kissed him passionately. Gottfried was 
surprised and touched, and went on saying, “What? What?” and kissed him. Then he 
got up, took him by the hand, and said: “We must go in.” Jean-Christophe was sad 
because his uncle had not understood him. But as they came to the house, Gottfried 
said: “If you like we’ll go again to hear God’s music, and I will sing you some more 
songs.” And when Jean-Christophe kissed him gratefully as they said good-night, he 
saw that his uncle had understood. 

Thereafter they often went for walks together in the evening, and they walked 
without a word along by the river, or through the fields. Gottfried slowly smoked his 
pipe, and Jean-Christophe, a little frightened by the darkness, would give him his 
hand. They would sit down on the grass, and after a few moments of silence Gottfried 
would talk to him about the stars and the clouds; he taught him to distinguish the 
breathing of the earth, air, and water, the songs, cries, and sounds of the little worlds 
of flying, creeping, hopping, and swimming things swarming in the darkness, and the 
signs of rain and fine weather, and the countless instruments of the symphony of the 
night. Sometimes Gottfried would sing tunes, sad or gay, but always of the same kind, 
and always in the end Jean-Christophe would be brought to the same sorrow. But he 
would never sing more than one song in an evening, and Jean-Christophe noticed that 
he did not sing gladly when he was asked to do so; it had to come of itself, just when 
he wanted to. Sometimes they had to wait for a long time without speaking, and just 
when Jean-Christophe was beginning to think, “He is not going to sing this evening,” 
Gottfried would make up his mind. 

One evening, when nothing would induce Gottfried to sing, Jean-Christophe 
thought of submitting to him one of his own small compositions, in the making of 
which he found so much trouble and pride. He wanted to show what an artist he was. 
Gottfried listened very quietly, and then said: 

“That is very ugly, my poor dear Jean-Christophe!” 
Jean-Christophe was so hurt that he could find nothing to say. Gottfried went on 

pityingly: 
“Why did you do it? It is so ugly! No one forced you to do it.” 
Hot with anger, Jean-Christophe protested: 
“My grandfather thinks my music fine.” 
“Ah!” said Gottfried, not turning a hair. “No doubt he is right. He is a learned man. 

He knows all about music. I know nothing about it….” 
And after a moment: 
“But I think that is very ugly.” 
He looked quietly at Jean-Christophe, and saw his angry face, and smiled, and 

said: 
“Have you composed any others? Perhaps I shall like the others better than that.” 
Jean-Christophe thought that his other compositions might wipe out the impression 

of the first, and he sang them all. Gottfried said nothing; he waited until they were 
finished. Then he shook his head, and with profound conviction said: 

“They are even more ugly.” 
Jean-Christophe shut his lips, and his chin trembled; he wanted to cry. Gottfried 

went on as though he himself were upset. 
“How ugly they are!” 



Jean-Christophe, with tears in his voice, cried out: “But why do you say they are 
ugly?” 

Gottfried looked at him with his frank eyes. 
“Why?… I don’t know…. Wait…. They are ugly … first, because they are 

stupid…. Yes, that’s it…. They are stupid, they don’t mean anything…. You see? 
When you wrote, you had nothing to say. Why did you write them?” 

“I don’t know,” said Jean-Christophe, in a piteous voice. “I wanted to write 
something pretty.” 

“There you are! You wrote for the sake of writing. You wrote because you wanted 
to be a great musician, and to be admired. You have been proud; you have been a liar; 
you have been punished…. You see! A man is always punished when he is proud and 
a liar in music. Music must be modest and sincere — or else, what is it? Impious, a 
blasphemy of the Lord, who has given us song to tell the honest truth.” 

He saw the boy’s distress, and tried to kiss him. But Jean-Christophe turned angrily 
away, and for several days he sulked. He hated Gottfried. But it was in vain that he 
said over and over to himself: “He is an ass! He knows nothing — nothing! My 
grandfather, who is much cleverer, likes my music.” In his heart he knew that his 
uncle was right, and Gottfried’s words were graven on his inmost soul; he was 
ashamed to have been a liar. 

And, in spite of his resentment, he always thought of it when he was writing music, 
and often he tore up what he had written, being ashamed already of what Gottfried 
would have thought of it. When he got over it, and wrote a melody which he knew to 
be not quite sincere, he hid it carefully from his uncle; he was fearful of his judgment, 
and was quite happy when Gottfried just said of one of his pieces: “That is not so very 
ugly…. I like it….” 

Sometimes, by way of revenge, he used to trick him by giving him as his own 
melodies from the great musicians, and he was delighted when it happened that 
Gottfried disliked them heartily. But that did not trouble Gottfried. He would laugh 
loudly when he saw Jean-Christophe clap his hands and dance about him delightedly, 
and he always returned to his usual argument: “It is well enough written, but it says 
nothing.” He always refused to be present at one of the little concerts given in 
Melchior’s house. However beautiful the music might be, he would begin to yawn 
and look sleepy with boredom. Very soon he would be unable to bear it any longer, 
and would steal away quietly. He used to say: 

“You see, my boy, everything that you write in the house is not music. Music in a 
house is like sunshine in a room. Music is to be found outside where you breathe 
God’s dear fresh air.” 

He was always talking of God, for he was very pious, unlike the two Kraffts, father 
and son, who were free-thinkers, and took care to eat meat on Fridays. 

* * * * * 

Suddenly, for no apparent reason, Melchior changed his opinion. Not only did he 
approve of his father having put together Jean-Christophe’s inspirations, but, to the 
boy’s great surprise, he spent several evenings in making two or three copies of his 
manuscript. To every question put to him on the subject, he replied impressively, “We 
shall see; …” or he would rub his hands and laugh, smack the boy’s head by way of a 
joke, or turn him up and blithely spank him. Jean-Christophe loathed these 
familiarities, but he saw that his father was pleased, and did not know why. 



Then there were mysterious confabulations between Melchior and his father. And 
one evening Jean-Christophe, to his astonishment, learned that he, Jean-Christophe, 
had dedicated to H.S.H. the Grand Duke Leopold the Pleasures of Childhood. 
Melchior had sounded the disposition of the Prince, who had shown himself 
graciously inclined to accept the homage. Thereupon Melchior declared that without 
losing a moment they must, primo, draw up the official request to the Prince; secondo, 
publish the work; tertio, organize a concert to give it a hearing. 

There were further long conferences between Melchior and Jean Michel. They 
argued heatedly for two or three evenings. It was forbidden to interrupt them. 
Melchior wrote, erased; erased, wrote. The old man talked loudly, as though he were 
reciting verses. Sometimes they squabbled or thumped on the table because they 
could not find a word. 

Then Jean-Christophe was called, made to sit at the table with a pen in his hand, 
his father on his right, his grandfather on his left, and the old man began to dictate 
words which he did not understand, because he found it difficult to write every word 
in his enormous letters, because Melchior was shouting in his ear, and because the old 
man declaimed with such emphasis that Jean-Christophe, put out by the sound of the 
words, could not bother to listen to their meaning. The old man was no less in a state 
of emotion. He could not sit still, and he walked up and down the room, involuntarily 
illustrating the text of what he read with gestures, but he came every minute to look 
over what the boy had written, and Jean-Christophe, frightened by the two large faces 
looking over his shoulder, put out his tongue, and held his pen clumsily. A mist 
floated before his eyes; he made too many strokes, or smudged what he had written; 
and Melchior roared, and Jean Michel stormed; and he had to begin again, and then 
again, and when he thought that they had at last come to an end, a great blot fell on 
the immaculate page. Then they pulled his ears, and he burst into tears; but they 
forbade him to weep, because he was spoiling the paper, and they began to dictate, 
beginning all over again, and he thought it would go on like that to the end of his life. 

At last it was finished, and Jean Michel leaned against the mantelpiece, and read 
over their handiwork in a voice trembling with pleasure, while Melchior sat straddled 
across a chair, and looked at the ceiling and wagged his chair and, as a connoisseur, 
rolled round his tongue the style of the following epistle: 

“Most Noble and Sublime Highness! Most Gracious Lord! 
“From my fourth year Music has been the first occupation of my childish days. So 

soon as I allied myself to the noble Muse, who roused my soul to pure harmony, I 
loved her, and, as it seemed to me, she returned my love. Now I am in my sixth year, 
and for some time my Muse in hours of inspiration has whispered in my ears: ‘Be 
bold! Be bold! Write down the harmonies of thy soul!’ ‘Six years old,’ thought I, ‘and 
how should I be bold? What would the learned in the art say of me?’ I hesitated. I 
trembled. But my Muse insisted. I obeyed. I wrote. 

“And now shall I, 
“O Most Sublime Highness! 
“ — shall I have the temerity and audacity to place upon the steps of Thy Throne 

the first-fruits of my youthful labors?… Shall I make so bold as to hope that Thou wilt 
let fall upon them the august approbation of Thy paternal regard?… 

“Oh, yes! For Science and the Arts have ever found in Thee their sage Mæcenas, 
their generous champion, and talent puts forth its flowers under the ægis of Thy holy 
protection. 



“In this profound and certain faith I dare, then, approach Thee with these youthful 
efforts. Receive them as a pure offering of my childish veneration, and of Thy 
goodness deign, 

“O Most Sublime Highness! 
“to glance at them, and at their young author, who bows at Thy feet deeply and in 

humility! 
“From the most submissive, faithful, and obedient servant of His Most Noble and 

Most Sublime Highness, 

“JEAN-CHRISTOPHE KRAFFT.” 

Jean-Christophe heard nothing. He was very happy to have finished, and, fearing 
that he would be made to begin again, he ran away to the fields. He had no idea of 
what he had written, and he cared not at all. But when the old man had finished his 
reading he began again to taste the full flavor of it, and when the second reading came 
to an end Melchior and he declared that it was a little masterpiece. That was also the 
opinion of the Grand Duke, to whom the letter was presented, with a copy of the 
musical work. He was kind enough to send word that he found both quite charming. 
He granted permission for the concert, and ordered that the hall of his Academy of 
Music should be put at Melchior’s disposal, and deigned to promise that he would 
have the young artist presented to himself on the day of the performance. 

Melchior set about organizing the concert as quickly as possible. He engaged the 
support of the Hof Musik Verein, and as the success of his first ventures had blown 
out his sense of proportion, he undertook at the same time to publish a magnificent 
edition of the Pleasures of Childhood. He wanted to have printed on the cover of it a 
portrait of Jean-Christophe at the piano, with himself, Melchior, standing by his side, 
violin in hand. He had to abandon that, not on account of the cost — Melchior did not 
stop at any expense — but because there was not time enough. He fell back on an 
allegorical design representing a cradle, a trumpet, a drum, a wooden horse, grouped 
round a lyre which put forth rays like the sun. The title-page bore, together with a 
long dedication, in which the name of the Prince stood out in enormous letters, a 
notice to the effect that “Herr Jean-Christophe Krafft was six years old.” He was, in 
fact, seven and a half. The printing of the design was very expensive. To meet the bill 
for it, Jean Michel had to sell an old eighteenth-century chest, carved with faces, 
which he had never consented to sell, in spite of the repeated offers of Wormser, the 
furniture-dealer. But Melchior had no doubt but the subscriptions would cover the 
cost, and beyond that the expenses of printing the composition. 

One other question occupied his mind: how to dress Jean-Christophe on the day of 
the concert. There was a family council to decide the matter. Melchior would have 
liked the boy to appear in a short frock and bare legs, like a child of four. But Jean-
Christophe was very large for his age, and everybody knew him. They could not hope 
to deceive any one. Melchior had a great idea. He decided that the boy should wear a 
dress-coat and white tie. In vain did Louisa protest that they would make her poor boy 
ridiculous. Melchior anticipated exactly the success and merriment that would be 
produced by such an unexpected appearance. It was decided on, and the tailor came 
and measured Jean-Christophe for his little coat. He had also to have fine linen and 
patent-leather pumps, and all that swallowed up their last penny. Jean-Christophe was 
very uncomfortable in his new clothes. To make him used to them they made him try 
on his various garments. For a whole month he hardly left the piano-stool. They 
taught him to bow. He had never a moment of liberty. He raged against it, but dared 



not rebel, for he thought that he was going to accomplish something startling. He was 
both proud and afraid of it. They pampered him; they were afraid he would catch 
cold; they swathed his neck in scarves; they warmed his boots in case they were wet; 
and at table he had the best of everything. 

At last the great day arrived. The barber came to preside over his toilet and curl 
Jean-Christophe’s rebellious hair. He did not leave it until he had made it look like a 
sheep-skin. All the family walked round Jean-Christophe and declared that he was 
superb. Melchior, after looking him up and down, and turning him about and about, 
was seized with an idea, and went off to fetch a large flower, which he put in his 
buttonhole. But when Louisa saw him she raised her hands, and cried out distressfully 
that he looked like a monkey. That hurt him cruelly. He did not know whether to be 
ashamed or proud of his garb. Instinctively he felt humiliated, and he was more so at 
the concert. Humiliation was to be for him the outstanding emotion of that memorable 
day. 

* * * * * 

The concert was about to begin. The hall was half empty; the Grand Duke had not 
arrived. One of those kindly and well-informed friends who always appear on these 
occasions came and told them that there was a Council being held at the Palace, and 
that the Grand Duke would not come. He had it on good authority. Melchior was in 
despair. He fidgeted, paced up and down, and looked repeatedly out of the window. 
Old Jean Michel was also in torment, but he was concerned, for his grandson. He 
bombarded him with instructions. Jean-Christophe was infected by the nervousness of 
his family. He was not in the least anxious about his compositions, but he was 
troubled by the thought of the bows that he had to make to the audience, and thinking 
of them brought him to agony. 

However, he had to begin; the audience was growing impatient. The orchestra of 
the Hof Musik Verein began the Coriolan Overture. The boy knew neither Coriolan 
nor Beethoven, for though he had often heard Beethoven’s music, he had not known 
it. He never bothered about the names of the works he heard. He gave them names of 
his own invention, while he created little stories or pictures for them. He classified 
them usually in three categories: fire, water, and earth, with a thousand degrees 
between each. Mozart belonged almost always to water. He was a meadow by the side 
of a river, a transparent mist floating over the water, a spring shower, or a rainbow. 
Beethoven was fire — now a furnace with gigantic flames and vast columns of 
smoke; now a burning forest, a heavy and terrible cloud, flashing lightning; now a 
wide sky full of quivering stars, one of which breaks free, swoops, and; dies on a fine 
September night setting the heart beating. Now; the imperious ardor of that heroic 
soul burned him like fire. Everything else disappeared. What was it all to him? — 
Melchior in despair, Jean Michel agitated, all the busy world, the audience, the Grand 
Duke, little Jean-Christophe. What had.’ he to do with all these? What lay between 
them and him? Was that he — he, himself?… He was given up to the furious will that 
carried him headlong. He followed it breathlessly, with tears in his eyes, and his legs 
numb, thrilling from the palms of his hands to the soles of his feet. His blood 
drummed! “Charge!” and he trembled in every limb. And as he listened so intensely, 
Hiding behind a curtain, his heart suddenly leaped violently. The orchestra had 
stopped short in the middle of a bar, and after a moment’s silence, it broke into a 
crashing of brass and cymbals with a military march, officially strident. The transition 
from one sort of music to another was so brutal, so unexpected, that Jean-Christophe 



ground his teeth and stamped his foot with rage, and shook his fist at the wall. But 
Melchior rejoiced. The Grand Duke had come in, and the orchestra was saluting him 
with the National Anthem. And in a trembling voice Jean Michel gave his last 
instructions to his grandson. 

The overture began again, and this time was finished. It was now Jean-
Christophe’s turn. Melchior had arranged the programme to show off at the same time 
the skill of both father and son. They were to play together a sonata of Mozart for 
violin and piano. For the sake of effect he had decided that Jean-Christophe should 
enter alone. He was led to the entrance of the stage and showed the piano at the front, 
and for the last time it was explained what he had to do, and then he was pushed on 
from the wings. 

He was not much afraid, for he was used to the theater; but when he found himself 
alone on the platform, with hundreds of eyes staring at him, he became suddenly so 
frightened that instinctively he moved backwards and turned towards the wings to go 
back again. He saw his father there gesticulating and with his eyes blazing. He had to 
go on. Besides, the audience had seen him. As he advanced there arose a twittering of 
curiosity, followed soon by laughter, which grew louder and louder. Melchior had not 
been wrong, and the boy’s garb had all the effect anticipated. The audience rocked 
with laughter at the sight of the child with his long hair and gipsy complexion timidly 
trotting across the platform in the evening dress of a man of the world. They got up to 
see him better. Soon the hilarity was general. There was nothing unkindly in it, but it 
would have made the most hardened musician lose his head. Jean-Christophe, 
terrified by the noise, and the eyes watching, and the glasses turned upon him, had 
only one idea: to reach the piano as quickly as possible, for it seemed to him a refuge, 
an island in the midst of the sea. With head down, looking neither to right nor left, he 
ran quickly across the platform, and when he reached the middle of it, instead of 
bowing to the audience, as had been arranged, he turned his back on it, and plunged 
straight for the piano. The chair was too high for him to sit down without his father’s 
help, and in his distress, instead of waiting, he climbed up on to it on his knees. That 
increased the merriment of the audience, but now Jean-Christophe was safe. Sitting at 
his instrument, he was afraid of no one. 

Melchior came at last. He gained by the good-humor of the audience, who 
welcomed him with warm applause. The sonata began. The boy played it with 
imperturbable certainty, with his lips pressed tight in concentration, his eyes fixed on 
the keys, his little legs hanging down from the chair. He became more at ease as the 
notes rolled out; he was among friends that he knew. A murmur of approbation 
reached him, and waves of pride and satisfaction surged through him as he thought 
that all these people were silent to listen to him and to admire him. But hardly had he 
finished when fear overcame him again, and the applause which greeted him gave him 
more shame than pleasure. His shame increased when Melchior took him by the hand, 
and advanced with him to the edge of the platform, and made him bow to the public. 
He obeyed, and bowed very low, with a funny awkwardness; but he was humiliated, 
and blushed for what he had done, as though it were a thing ridiculous and ugly. 

He had to sit at the piano again, and he played the Pleasures of Childhood. Then 
the audience was enraptured. After each piece they shouted enthusiastically. They 
wanted him to begin again, and he was proud of his success and at the same time 
almost hurt by such applause, which was also a command. At the end the whole 
audience rose to acclaim him; the Grand Duke led the applause. But as Jean-
Christophe was now alone on the platform he dared not budge from his seat. The 
applause redoubled. He bent his head lower and lower, blushing and hang-dog in 



expression, and he looked steadily away from the audience. Melchior came. He took 
him in his arms, and told him to blow kisses. He pointed out to him the Grand Duke’s 
box. Jean-Christophe turned a deaf ear. Melchior took his arm, and threatened him in 
a low voice. Then he did as he was told passively, but he did not look at anybody, he 
did not raise his eyes, but went on turning his head away, and he was unhappy. He 
was suffering; how, he did not know. His vanity was suffering. He did not like the 
people who were there at all. It was no use their applauding; he could not forgive 
them for having laughed and for being amused by his humiliation; he could not 
forgive them for having seen him in such a ridiculous position — held in mid-air to 
blow kisses. He disliked them even for applauding, and when Melchior did at last put 
him down, he ran away to the wings. A lady threw a bunch of violets up at him as he 
went. It brushed his face. He was panic-stricken and ran as fast as he could, turning 
over a chair that was in his way. The faster he ran the more they laughed, and the 
more they laughed the faster he ran. 

At last he reached the exit, which was filled with people looking at him. He forced 
his way through, butting, and ran and hid himself at the back of the anteroom. His 
grandfather was in high feather, and covered him with blessings. The musicians of the 
orchestra shouted with laughter, and congratulated the boy, who refused to look at 
them or to shake hands with them. Melchior listened intently, gaging the applause, 
which had not yet ceased, and wanted to take Jean-Christophe on to the stage again. 
But the boy refused angrily, clung to his grandfather’s coat-tails, and kicked at 
everybody who came near him. At last he burst into tears, and they had to let him be. 

Just at this moment an officer came to say that the Grand Duke wished the artists 
to go to his box. How could the child be presented in such a state? Melchior swore 
angrily, and his wrath only had the effect of making Jean-Christophe’s tears flow 
faster. To stop them, his grandfather promised him a pound of chocolates if he would 
not cry any more, and Jean-Christophe, who was greedy, stopped dead, swallowed 
down his tears, and let them carry him off; but they had to swear at first most 
solemnly that they would not take him on to the platform again. 

In the anteroom of the Grand Ducal box he was presented to a gentleman in a 
dress-coat, with a face like a pug-dog, bristling mustaches, and a short, pointed beard 
— a little red-faced man, inclined to stoutness, who addressed him with bantering 
familiarity, and called him “Mozart redivivus!” This was the Grand Duke. Then, he 
was presented in turn to the Grand Duchess and her daughter, and their suite. But as 
he did not dare raise his eyes, the only thing he could remember of this brilliant 
company was a series of gowns and uniforms from, the waist down to the feet. He sat 
on the lap of the young Princess, and dared not move or breathe. She asked him 
questions, which Melchior answered in an obsequious voice with formal replies, 
respectful and servile; but she did not listen to Melchior, and went on teasing the 
child. He grew redder and redder, and, thinking that everybody must have noticed it, 
he thought he must explain it away and said with a long sigh: 

“My face is red. I am hot.” 
That made the girl shout with laughter. But Jean-Christophe did not mind it in her, 

as he had in his audience just before, for her laughter was pleasant, and she kissed 
him, and he did not dislike that. 

Then he saw his grandfather in the passage at the door of the box, beaming and 
bashful. The old man was fain to show himself, and also to say a few words, but he 
dared not, because no one had spoken to him. He was enjoying his grandson’s glory at 
a distance. Jean-Christophe became tender, and felt an irresistible impulse to procure 



justice also for the old man, so that they should know his worth. His tongue was 
loosed, and he reached up to the ear of his new friend and whispered to her: 

“I will tell you a secret.” 
She laughed, and said: 
“What?” 
“You know,” he went on— “you know the pretty trio in my minuetto, the minuetto 

I played?… You know it?…” (He hummed it gently.) “… Well, grandfather wrote it, 
not I. All the other airs are mine. But that is the best. Grandfather wrote it. 
Grandfather did not want me to say anything. You won’t tell anybody?…” (He 
pointed out the old man.) “That is my grandfather. I love him; he is very kind to me.” 

At that the young Princess laughed again, said that he was a darling, covered him 
with kisses, and, to the consternation of Jean-Christophe and his grandfather, told 
everybody. Everybody laughed then, and the Grand Duke congratulated the old man, 
who was covered with confusion, tried in vain to explain himself, and stammered like 
a guilty criminal. But Jean-Christophe said not another word to the girl, and in spite of 
her wheedling he remained dumb and stiff. He despised her for having broken her 
promise. His idea of princes suffered considerably from this disloyalty. He was so 
angry about it that he did not hear anything that was said, or that the Prince had 
appointed him laughingly his pianist in ordinary, his Hof Musicus. 

He went out with his relatives, and found himself surrounded in the corridors of the 
theater, and even in the street, with people congratulating him or kissing him. That 
displeased him greatly, for he did not like being kissed, and did not like people 
meddling with him without asking his permission. 

At last they reached home, and then hardly was the door closed than Melchior 
began to call him a “little idiot” because he had said that the trio was not his own. As 
the boy was under the impression that he had done a fine thing, which deserved 
praise, and not blame, he rebelled, and was impertinent. Melchior lost his temper, and 
said that he would box his ears, although he had played his music well enough, 
because with his idiocy he had spoiled the whole effect of the concert. Jean-
Christophe had a profound sense of justice. He went and sulked in a corner; he visited 
his contempt upon his father, the Princess, and the whole world. He was hurt also 
because the neighbors came and congratulated his parents and laughed with them, as 
if it were they who had played, and as if it were their affair. 

At this moment a servant of the Court came with a beautiful gold watch from the 
Grand Duke and a box of lovely sweets from the young Princess. Both presents gave 
great pleasure to Jean-Christophe, and he did not know which gave him the more; but 
he was in such a bad temper that he would not admit it to himself, and he went on 
sulking, scowling at the sweets, and wondering whether he could properly accept a 
gift from a person who had betrayed his confidence. As he was on the point of giving 
in his father wanted to set him down at once at the table, and make him write at his 
dictation a letter of thanks. This was too much. Either from the nervous strain of the 
day, or from instinctive shame at beginning the letter, as Melchior wanted him to, 
with the words, “The little servant and musician — Knecht und Musicus — of Your 
Highness …” he burst into tears, and was inconsolable. The servant waited and 
scoffed. Melchior had to write the letter. That did not make him exactly kindly 
disposed towards Jean-Christophe. As, a crowning misfortune, the boy let his watch 
fall and broke it, A storm of reproaches broke upon him. Melchior shouted that he 
would have to go without dessert. Jean-Christophe said angrily that that was what he 
wanted. To punish him, Louisa, said that she would begin by confiscating his sweets. 
Jean-Christophe was up in arms at that, and said that the box was his, and no one 



else’s, and that no one should take it away from him! He was smacked, and in a fit of 
anger snatched the box from his mother’s hands, hurled it on the floor, and stamped 
on it He was whipped, taken to his room, undressed, and put to bed. 

In the evening he heard his parents dining with friends — a magnificent repast, 
prepared a week before in honor of the concert. He was like to die with wrath at such 
injustice. They laughed loudly, and touched glasses. They had told the guests that the 
boy was tired, and no one bothered about him. Only after dinner, when the party was 
breaking up, he heard a slow, shuffling step come into his room, and old Jean Michel 
bent over his bed and kissed him, and said: “Dear little Jean-Christophe!…” Then, as 
if he were ashamed, he went away without another word. He had slipped into his hand 
some sweetmeats which he had hidden in his pocket. 

That softened Jean-Christophe; but he was so tired with all the day’s emotions that 
he had not the strength to think about what his grandfather had done. He had not even 
the strength to reach out to the good things the old man had given him. He was worn 
out, and went to sleep almost at once. 

His sleep was light. He had acute nervous attacks, like electric shocks, which 
shook his whole body. In his dreams he was haunted by wild music. He awoke in the 
night. The Beethoven overture that he had heard at the concert was roaring in his ears. 
It filled the room with its mighty beat. He sat, up in his bed, rubbed his eyes and ears, 
and asked himself if he were asleep. No; he was not asleep. He recognized the sound, 
he recognized those roars of anger, those savage cries; he heard the throbbing of that 
passionate heart leaping in his bosom, that tumult of the blood; he felt on his face the 
frantic heating of the wind; lashing and destroying, then stopping suddenly, cut off by 
an Herculean will. That Titanic soul entered his body, blew out his limbs and his soul, 
and seemed to give them colossal proportions. He strode over all the world. He was 
like a mountain, and storms raged within him — storms of wrath, storms of sorrow!… 
Ah, what sorrow!… But they were nothing! He felt so strong!… To suffer — still to 
suffer!… Ah, how good it is to be strong! How good it is to suffer when a man is 
strong!… 

He laughed. His laughter rang out in the silence of the night. His father woke up 
and cried: 

“Who is there?” 
His mother whispered: 
“Ssh! the boy is dreaming!” 
All then were silent; round them all was silence. The music died away, and nothing 

sounded but the regular breathing of the human creatures asleep in the room, 
comrades in misery, thrown together by Fate in the same frail barque, bound onwards 
by a wild whirling force through the night. 

(Jean-Christophe’s letter to the Grand Duke Leopold is inspired by Beethoven’s 
letter to the Prince Elector of Bonn, written when he was eleven.) 



 

End of Sample 

 


